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1001

Cased Pair Colt 
Nevada 
Centennial Single 
Action Revolvers

#1 Colt Single Action Army .45, 5 1/2" bbl, SN O137NC. 99% blue finish shows only a very faint cylinder 
drag line, left side of barrel marked 1864 NEVADA CENTENNIAL 1964 with silver fill, polished nickel 
trigger guard and grip strap show no handling, faux pearl grips show no handling. Excellent condition. 
24-0186 C&R #2 Colt Single Action Frontier Scout 22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN O137NS. 100% blue finish, good 
bore, left side of barrel marked 1864 NEVADA CENTENNIAL 1964 with silver fill, polished nickel trigger 
guard and grip strap show no handling, faux pearl grips show no handling. Excellent condition. 24-0187 
C&R both revolvers share a wood display case with Nevada commemorative coin/medallion.

800 
1800

1002

Cased Colt 
Nevada 
Centennial 
Frontier Scout 
Single Action 
Revolver

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 2022NS. 100% blue finish, good bore, left side of barrel marked 1864 NEVADA 
CENTENNIAL 1964 with silver fill, polished nickel trigger guard and grip strap show no handling, faux 
pearl grips show no handling in wood display case. Excellent condition. 24-0185 C&R

500 
800

1003
Colt Frontier 
Scout Single 
Action Revolver

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 46260. 75% blue finish on barrel and cylinder show general thinning with loss on 
most edges, good bore, matte silver frame, trigger guard and grip strap, stag grips show light handling. 
Good condition. 24-0180

200 
400

1004 Colt SAA Single 
Action Revolver

38 WCF, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 244843 (1903). Silver/gray patina with areas of oxidation, good bore, checkered 
plastic Rampant Colt grips show moderate handling with areas of checkering worn smooth and LH and 
7 notches carved into the butt edge of right scale. Good condition. 24-0181 C&R

400 
600

1005
Colt Official Police 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 6" bbl, SN 533613 (1927) 98% blue finish shows thinning on most edges with scattered 
freckles with abrasion on bottom of trigger guard and light cylinder drag line, good bore, cylinder 
advances and indexes as it should when cocked or trigger pulled with smooth trigger release, 
checkered wood grips show very light handling. Good condition. 24-0051 C&R

400 
800

1006
Colt Police 
Positive Double 
Action Revolver

38 S&W, 4" bbl, SN 156660 (1924) 85% blue finish shows moderate freckling with area of oxidation on 
bottom of barrel and a frosty texture on most surfaces, good bore, cylinder advances and indexes as it 
should when cocked or trigger pulled with smooth release, checkered plastic Colt monogram grips 
show average handling. Good condition. 23-2130 C&R

300 
500

1007
Colt Officers 
Model Double 
Action Revolver

38 S&W, 6" bbl, SN 585262 (1927) 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, cylinder advances and indexes as it should 
when cocked or trigger pulled with smooth release, plain wood grips show average handling with 
shallow scratches and dents. Good condition. 24-0048 C&R

300 
500

1008
Colt Official Police 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN 801394 (1950) 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, 
scattered freckles and light cylinder drag line, good bore, missing ejector rod knob, cylinder advances 
and indexes as it should when cocked or trigger pulled with smooth release, poor fitting checkered 
rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips have small area cut out at top to provide clearance for hammer. 
Good condition. 23-2131 C&R

300 
500

1009
Colt Official Police 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 6" bbl, SN 550867 (1929). 95% blue shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, cylinder advances and indexes as it should when cocked or 
trigger pulled with smooth release, checkered wood grips show average handling with a couple small 
chips on butt edges. Good condition. 24-0046 C&R

300 
500

1010 Colt Agent Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN 108538. 99.9 % blue finish shows only a very faint cylinder drag line, good bore, 
removable hammer skirt for no snag draw, checkered wood grips show no handling. Revolver appears 
new unfired in vintage wood grain Detective Special cardboard box. Excellent condition. 23-2155 C&R

400 
750

1011 Colt Cobra Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN B72930. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges with chips on lower front 
corners of frame and abrasion/scratches on cylinder with average drage line, good bore, checkered 
wood grips show average handling with soft case. Good condition. 24-0099 C&R

400 
750

1012 Colt Cobra Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN 128123. 98% blue finish shows light cylinder drag line with small nicks on top 
strap and trigger guard, good bore, checkered wood grips show light handling. Good condition. 24-0229

400 
750

1013
Colt Diamondback 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 4" bbl, SN P01932. 99% blue finish shows only a very faint cylinder drag line, good bore, vent rib 
with adjustable rear sight, wood finger groove grips show a few shallow dents. Very good condition. 24-
0227

400 
650

1014
Colt Trooper 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 4" bbl, SN 69216. 98% blue finish shows thinning on muzzle and crisp edges with average cylinder 
drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered wood grips show light average handling. Good 
condition. 24-0226 C&R

400 
650

https://www.alderferauction.com/condition-report
https://www.alderferauction.com/buy-or-sell/terms-and-conditions
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1015
Ruger Redhawk 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 502-81089. 98% blue finish shows light handling with average cylinder drag 
line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wood grip shows average handling with a small crack/chip in rear 
butt corner of left scale. Good condition. 24-0225

400 
650

1016
Ruger Super 
Blackhawk Single 
Action Revolver

44 Rem mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 84-96632. Matte stainless finish shows average handling and cylinder drag 
line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wood grips show very light handling. Good condition. 24-0139

500 
800

1017
Ruger Super 
Blackhawk Single 
Action Revolver

44 Rem mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 80-18591. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with a few 
scattered freckles and light cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, pebble textured rubber 
Hogue finger groove combat style grips show light handling. Good condition. 24-0052

500 
750

1018
Ruger Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

44 Rem mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 16983. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on trigger guard 
and grip straps and average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, hammer not cut for 
transfer bar safety, wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-0091 C&R

500 
750

1019
Ruger Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 30-53749. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and a light cylinder 
drag line with chips on butt edge of grip strap, good bore, adjustable rear sight, hammer not cut for 
transfer bar safety, wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-0174 C&R

400 
750

1020
Ruger Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 44263. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and a 
few small nicks in barrel and average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, hammer not 
cut for transfer bar safety, wood grips show average handling with left scale showing shallow dents. 
Good condition. 24-0173 C&R

400 
750

1021
Ruger Single Six 
Convertible Single 
Action Revolver

22 LR with additional 22 WMR cylinder, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 517531. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp 
edges with average cylinder drag line and a few scattered freckles, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
original hammer not cut for transfer bar safety, wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 23-
2129 C&R

200 
400

1022
Ruger GP100 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 4 1/4" bbl, SN 176-02125. Matte stainless finish shows average handling with a few scratches 
on left side of frame above trigger and a few small nicks on top edge of frame and barrel rib and faint 
cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, Hogue rubber finger groove grips show average 
handling with plastic case and papers. Good condition. 24-0170

300 
500

1023

Smith & Wesson 
19-3 Combat 
Magnum Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN 9K20438. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small area of oxidation on 
muzzle, rear sight and 1 side of cylinder, good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 80% 
case color, adjustable rear sight, checkered rubber Pachmayr Gripper finger groove combat style grips 
show light handling, original cardboard box and papers. Good condition. 24-0121

500 
700

1024
Smith & Wesson 
Model 28 Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN S182807. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 
75% case color, wood grips show moderate handling with chips along butt edges and shallow denting. 
Good condition. 24-0175 C&R

400 
700

1025
Smith & Wesson 
38 M&P Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN C85586. 50% blue finish shows general thinning with large areas of loss, good 
bore, front sight painted orange, 30% case color on serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered 
wood diamond pattern grips show moderate handling with incorrect screw, large crack on left scale 
and finish runs/drips. Good condition. 24-0176 C&R

300 
450

1025a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1026
Smith & Wesson 
38 M&P Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN S902740. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with average cylinder drag line, 
good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show no case color, smooth laminated wood 
replacement grips show light handling. Good condition. 24-0140 C&R

300 
450

1027
Smith & Wesson 
M&P 38 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN C335079. 90% blue finish shows thinning on muzzle and crisp edges with average 
cylinder drag line, good bore, 80% case color on serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood 
diamond pattern grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-0178 C&R

400 
550

1028
Smith & Wesson 
M&P 38 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 6" bbl, SN 33752. 75% blue finish on barrel with most surfaces showing a gray patina, fair 
bore with pitting, serial number on butt has been scratched but still intact and legible, missing several 
small screws and pins in frame, checkered wood diamond pattern grips show moderate handling with 
areas of checkering worn smooth. Fair condition. 24-0142 C&R

200 
350

1029
Smith & Wesson 
Model 49 Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN 196379. 90% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and muzzle with 
scattered freckles and a few scratches on left side of frame, good bore, checkered wood diamond 
pattern grips show average handling with shallow denting and scratches. Good condition. 24-0179 C&R

400 
650

1030

Smith & Wesson 
Model 638-2 
Airweight Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN CBS4713. Matte silver finish shows moderate handling with multiple 
scratches and nicks, good bore, checkered rubber finger groove grips show average handling with 
factory plastic case. Good condition. 24-0033

200 
400

1031
Smith & Wesson 
360PD Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 1 7/8" bbl, SN DCW3247. 99% matte black finish on frame and matte gray cylinder with light 
cylinder drag line, good bore, fiber optic front sight, rubber finger groove grips show light handling with 
papers and plastic case. Very good condition. 24-0169

500 
900

1032
Smith & Wesson 
360PD Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 1 7/8" bbl, SN DCU3086. 99% matte black finish on frame and matte gray cylinder with light 
cylinder drag line, good bore, fiber optic front sight, rubber CTC laser finger groove grips show light 
handling (untested) with original rubber grips, papers and plastic case. Very good condition. 24-0166

500 
900
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1033

Smith & Wesson 
Model 329 NG 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 2 5/8" bbl, SN DCH2044. 99% matte black finish shows only a faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, trijicon front sight, checkered rubber CTC finger groove laser grips (untested) show no 
handling. Very good condition. 24-0177

500 
900

1034

Smith & Wesson 
Model 37-2 
Airweight Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN CDA5345. 90% matte black finish shows general thinning with average 
cylinder drag line and a light frost texture with freckling on cylinder, good bore, checkered rubber 
finger groove combat style grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-0223

260 
400

1034A
Smith & Wesson 
K-22 Double 
Action Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN K131248. 98% blue finish shows thinning on muzzle and crisp edges with average 
cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 80% case color on serrated hammer and ribbed 
trigger, checkered wood diamond pattern grips show moderate hanbdling with chips in right scale at 
butt edge and at medalion, with leather holster. Good condition. 24-0161 C&R

300 
500

1035
Beretta Stampede 
Single Action 
Revolver

45LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN B06674. 98% blue finish on barrel and cylinder show thinning on muzzle, leading 
edge of ejector shroud and crisp edges on cylinder, good bore, case color frame shows a fine scratch on 
left side across rear 2 screws, checkered plastic Buffalo grips show light handling with left scale 
showing 3 cracks radiating from screw outward with papers, gun sock and original cardboard box. Very 
good condition. 24-0007

400 
650

1036
Beretta Stampede 
Single Action 
Revolver

45LC, 5 1/2" bbl, SN B08122. 100% blue finish on barrel and cylinder with case color frame, good bore, 
checkered plastic BUffalo grips show no handling with right scale having a single crack radiating from 
screw outward with gun sock and original cardboard box and sleeve. Very good condition. 24-0006

400 
650

1037
Taurus 627 
Tracker Double 
Action Revolver

357 Mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN AEH612947. Matte stainless finish shows only a faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, ported barrel with vent rib, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer with smooth trigger, 
rubber finger groove grips show only very light handling with papers and original cardboard box. 
Excellent condition. 24-0098

300 
500

1038
Taurus 941 
Double Action 
Revolver

22 WMR, 2" bbl, SN QA42220. 98% nickel finish shows only a few scattered freckles in cylinder flutes 
and a faint cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, pebble textured finger groove rubber 
combat style grip shows average handling. Good condition. 24-0222

200 
350

1039
Taurus M85 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 3" bbl, SN HA11300. 98% blue finish shows light cylinder drag line with thinning on muzzle, 
good bore, checkered wood grips show only light handling with 2 speed loaders, papers and factory 
cardboard box. Good condition. 24-0092

200 
350

1040
Taurus M85 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 2" bbl, SN PD60567. 90% blue finish shows areas of chipping and nicks with freckling on top 
strap and crisp edges, good bore, checkered rubber finger groove grips show average handling with 
holster. Good condition. 24-0034

200 
300

1041
Taurus M82 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN IF169924. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a small abrasion on rear 
edge of cylinder and average cylinder drag line, checkered wood grips show light handling. Good 
condition. 24-0012

200 
350

1042

Uberti/Cimarron 
1851 Richards 
Mason Navy 
Conversion Single 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 7 1/2" octagon bbl, SN X69583. Stainless finish shows no handling, good bore, cylinder 
engraved with naval battle scene, wood grips show no handling. Appears unfired with papers and 
original cardboard box. Excellent condition. 24-0011

400 
650

1043

Uberti/Cimarron 
1851 Navy 
Conversion Single 
Action Revolver

38 Colt/38 Special, 7 1/2" bbl, SN X21515. 100% blue finish on octagon barrel and engraved cylinder 
with naval engagement scene, good bore, case color frame with brass trigger guard and grip straps, 
black plastic grips show no handling with sock. Excellent condition. 24-0010

400 
650

1044

Stoeger/Uberti 
1873 Cattleman 
Single Action 
Revolver

45LC, 5 1/2" bbl, SN N16497. Stainless finish shows no handling, good bore, wood grips show no 
handling, Appears unfired with papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 24-0008

400 
650

1045

Stoeger/Uberti 
1873 Cattleman 
Single Action 
Revolver

45LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN N12703. Stainless finish shows only a very faint cylinder drag line, wood grips show 
only 1 small nick on right toe. Appears unfired with pistol rug. Excellent condition. 24-0009

400 
650

1046

Heritage Rough 
Rider Convertible 
Single Action 
Revolver

22 WMR with additional LR cylinder, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 3PR000150. 98% matte black finish shows light 
scuffs, good bore, laminated wood grips show no handling. Appears unfired with papers and original 
cardboard box. Excellent condition. 24-0111

120 
200

1047
Rossi/Interarms 
M720 Double 
Action Revolver

44 Special, 3" bbl, SN AB105325. Stainless finish shows a light cylinder drag line and a few faint 
scratches, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show 
light handling with factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 24-0015

200 
400

1048

North American 
Arms NAA-22MC 
SIngle Action 
Revolver

22WMR, 1 5/8" bbl, SN Z25716. Matte stainless shows only a faint cylinder drag line, good bore, 
laminated wood grips show light handling with a couple small chips at screw on right scale, with extra 
cylinder, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 24-0224

160 
225
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1049

North American 
Arms NAA 22-S 
Single Action 
Revolver

22 Short, 1 1/8" bbl, SN 15442. Stainless finish shows only light handling, good bore, white plastic 
birdshead grips show cracking around screw on both scales in clam shell case. Very good condition. 23-
2017

160 
225

1050

North American 
Arms 1860 Sheriff 
1860-250C Single 
Action Revolver

22WMR, 2 1/2" bbl, SN SH1096. Matte stainless shows no handling, good bore, laminated wood grips 
show no handling with extra cylinder, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 24-0232

160 
250

1050a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1051

Colt Government 
MKIV Series 70 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

Super 38, 5" bbl, SN 70S16177. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, checkered wood grips show only very light handling. 2-9 rnd magazines. Good condition. 24-
0137 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

700 
1300

1052
Colt 1903 Pocket 
Hammerless Semi 
Automatic Pistol

32 Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 433389 (1923) 95% blue finish shows light scratches and small area of staining 
on left side slide serrations, good bore, checkered plastic Rampant Colt grips show light handling. 1-7 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0054 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500 
900

1053
Colt 1903 Pocket 
Hammerless Semi 
Automatic Pistol

32 Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 370427 (1920) 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges 
and area of scratches on slide around ejection port, good bore, grip panels show average handling, 
right side has aluminum grip with shoulder while left side grip is the factory checkered plastic with 
Rampant Colt. 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0064 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500 
850

1054
Beretta 9000S 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN SN003312. 98% matte black finish on slide and barrel showing area of thinning 
on barrel from cycling, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grip shows no handling with 3-10 rnd 
magazines, papers, factory plastic case and cardboard box. Very good condition. 24-0100 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
400

1055
Beretta 3032 
Tomcat Semi 
Automatic Pistol

32 Auto, 2 3/8" bbl, SN DAA098185. 98% matte black finish shows thinning on crisp edges, good bore, 
checkered plastic grip show light average handling. 2-7 rnd magazines, papers, plastic case and 
cardboard box. Good condition. 24-0093 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500

1056
Smith & Wesson 
6906 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN TCB6277. Matte stainless slide and matte gray alloy frame show light handling 
with a few faint scratches, good bore, 3 dot sights, checkered plastic grips show light handling with a 
few small nicks in butt edges. 2-12 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Good condition. 
24-0014 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

400 
600

1057
Smith & Wesson 
M&P40 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN MRC9925. 98% blue finish on slide shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
polymer frame/grips shows light handling with 3-15 rnd magazines and a twin mag carrier. Good 
condition. 23-2054 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

400 
550

1058
Sig Sauer P365SAS 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 66B394221. Matte black slide shows only very light handling, good bore, fiber optic 
sight, polymer frame/grip shows a few faint scuffs and scratches, 2-10 rnd magazines, mag carrier, 
holster, leather holster, papers and factory plastic case. Good condition. 24-0128 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
600

1059
Sig Sauer 
Mosquito Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4" bbl, SN F073934. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good bore, 3 
dot sights, matte gray frame with plastic grips shows no handling. 1-10 rnd magazine, papers extra 
sight inserts and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 24-0001 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

240 
325

1060
Glock Model 26 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN KAA635. 100% black finish on slide, good bore, trijicon 3 dot sights, polymer frame
/grip shows no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, loader, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent 
condition. 24-0209 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

300 
450

1061
Ruger SR1911 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 671-24682. 100% matte stainless, good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer 
and trigger, checkered wood grips show a 1/2" nick/bruise at front edge of right scale behind mag 
release, 2-8 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 24-0231 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
750

1062
Ruger Mark III 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" bbl, SN 271-49780. Matte stainless finish shows light scratches and scuffs with area of 
abrasion on left side of barrel, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered wood grips show average 
handling with small nicks around thumb rest on left scale, 5-10 rnd magazines, scope base, holster, 
papers and factory plastic case. Good condition. 24-0172 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500

1063
Ruger 22/45 Mark 
III Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 271-35225. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, checkered wood grips show no handling, 1-10 rnd magazine, scope base, papers and factory 
plastic case. Excellent condition. 24-0185 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
400
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1064
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 18-04311. 95% blue finish shows areas of light freckling, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, checkered plastic grips show average handling with a few small nicks. 1-10 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 24-0138 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
400

1065 Ruger LC9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 321-07830. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only light scuffing on top o f barrel 
from cycling, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grip shows light handling with a small scratch on 
left side rear corner below safety with working Crimson Trace laser, 2-7 rnd magazines, holster and rug. 
Good condition. 24-0065 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

240 
350

1066 Walther PP Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm Kurz, 3 7/8" bbl, SN 25320. 80% blue finish shows moderate freckling with some shallow pitting, 
good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2-7 rnd magazines, papers and factory 
cardboard box. Good condition. 24-0167 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
650

1067 Walther PPK Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 208705. 95% blue finish shows area of loss on front edges of slide, thinning on 
grip strap and a few scattered light freckles, good bore, side of chamber dated 66 with antler proof, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling with a few small chips on bottom edges and a couple 
small scratches. 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0230 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.C&R

300 
650

1068
Walther Model 4? 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 2 7/8" bbl, SN 179928. Nickel finish shows average handling with nicks and chips on front grip 
strap, good bore, missing safety lever, checkered plastic grips show average handling with a small crack 
in right scale above screw, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0160 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

160 
250

1069 Walther/Smith & 
Wesson SP22M2

22LR, 6" bbl, SN KL002226. Matte gray/silver finish on slide shows average handling, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight painted green, polymer frame/grips show only very light handling. 1-10 rnd 
magazine and factory plastic case. Good condition. 23-2202 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
450

1070

Browning Sig 
Sauer System BDA 
45 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 4 3/8" bbl, SN 395RP5578. 95% blue finish on slide shows general thinning, good bore, matte 
black frame shows light handling, checkered plastic grips show light handling with 2- 7 rnd magazines 2 
are marked Sig Sauer P220-1 .45, rubber grip sleeve and holster. Good condition. 24-0122 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

600 
1000

1071
Browning 
Buckmark Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 655NW27719. 99% matte black finish with polished sides on barrell shows only 
light handling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic grips show light handling with 1-10 
rnd magazines, papers and plastic case. Very good condition. 24-0110

300 
500

1072
FN/Browning 
Model 1900 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 4" bbl, SN 363835. Dark gray/brown patina with freckling, poor bore shows areas of erosion, 
checkered plastic grips show moderate handling with some areas worn smooth and a few small chips 
along edges, 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2133 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
800

1072A
Mauser Model 
1914 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 290667. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of light scratches, 
checkered wood grips show average handling, magazine release is sticky and needs to be pushed 
closed by hand when mag is inserted. 1-8 rnd magazine and rug. Good condition. 24-0162 C&R

300 
600

1073 CZ 75B Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN A780760. Bright stainless finish shows a few very faint scuffs and scratches, good 
bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer, checkered rubber grips show average handling, 1-16 rnd 
magazine, papers and plastic case. Very good condition. 24-0183 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500 
1000

1074
Taurus PT99 AF 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 7/8" bbl, SN TPC74080. 99% matte black finish shows only light scuffs on barrel from cycling, 
good bore, 3 dot sights with adjustable rear, checkered wood grips show no handling. 4-15 rnd 
magazines and double leather mag carrier. Very good condition. 24-0221 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500

1075

High Standard 104 
Supermatic 
Citation Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 2117196. 98% blue finish shows thinning on muzzle and crisp edges, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, single barrel weight, checkered wood thumb rest grips show average handling 
with a few chips on butt edge of right scale. 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0055 C&R NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
650

1075a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1076

Bersa/RSA 
Thunder 9 Ultra 
Compact Pro Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN B27080. 98% blue finish shows average handing, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
skeletonized hammer, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 1-13 rnd magazine and factory 
cardboard box. Good condition. 24-0168 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500

1077
Stoeger Cougar 
8045F Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 3 5/8" bbl, SN T6429-09H001324. 100% black finish, good bore, 3 dot sights, checkered plastic 
grips show no handling, 1-8 rnd magazine, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 24-0171 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

240 
350

1078
Kel-Tec PMR-30 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22WMR, 4 1/4" bbl, SN WPG35. 100% black finish on barrel, good bore, fiber optic sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling. Appears unfired with 1-30 rnd magazine, papers and factory plastic 
case. Excellent condition. 24-0109 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

240 
400
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1079
Kel-Tec PMR-30 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22WMR, 4 1/4" bbl, SN WYR51. 100% black finish on barrel, good bore, fiber optic sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling. Appears unfired with 2-30 rnd magazines,papers and factory plastic 
case. Excellent condition. 24-0108 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

240 
400

1080 AMT Backup Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 3" bbl, SN DL22056. Matte stainless finish with brushed sides show only light handling, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show light average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine and factory plastic box. 
Very good condition. 24-0013

300 
450

1081
Zenith Firearms 
MKE Z 5P Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 6" bbl, SN T0624-15 BKO1359. 100% matte black finish, good bore, threaded muzzle, polymer 
pistol grip shows light handling, 3- 30 rnd magazines, scope mount, cleaning kit and factory hard case. 
Excellent condition. 23-1790 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

600 
1400

1082
Thompson Center 
Contender Single 
Shot Pistol

45LC, 10" bbl, SN 114675. 98% blue finish on barrel shows scattered light freckles, adjustable rear 
sight, hollow center ribbed hammer with rimfire/centerfire selector, engraved Puma receiver shows a 
slight plum hugh, checkered wood grip and schnabel style forearm show average handling with silver
/gray Puma grip cap and additional checkered wood grip with black TC logo grip cap. Good condition. 
24-0135

400 
600

1083
Thompson Center 
Contender Single 
Shot Pistol

357 Mag, 10" octagon bbl, SN 113064. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, fair bore shows 
heavy fouling (should clean up with a bronze brush and solvent) barrel mounted Weaver style scope 
mount, hollow center ribbed hammer with rimfire/centerfire selector, engraved Puma receiver, 
checkered wood grip and forearm show light handling with silver/gray Puma grip cap and additional 
checkered wood grip with black TC logo grip cap. Good condition. 24-0136

400 
600

1084 Leupold LE Pistol 
Scope

M8 2X with duplex reticle and clear optics with Weaver style rings removed from prior lot. Good 
condition.

160 
250

1085

Thompson Center 
Contender Single 
Shot Pistol Barrel 
Only

38 Super, 10" octagon bbl, 98% blue finish shows scattered light freckles, good bore, Weaver style 
scope mount with checkered wood forearm. Good condition.

160 
250

1086

Thompson Center 
Contender Single 
Shot Pistol Barrel 
Only

22LR, 10" octagon bbl, 98% blue finish shows scattered light freckles, good bore, Weaver style scope 
mount with checkered wood schnabel style forearm. Good condition.

160 
250

1087

Thompson Center 
Contender Single 
Shot Pistol Barrel 
Only

45LC/410Ga, 10" bble, 98% blue finish shows light handling, adjustable rear sight, rifled bore with shot 
stabilizing choke tube for shooting 410 shotshell ammo with checkered wood forearm, choke tube 
wrenches and a shot stabilizing choke tube. Good condition.

160 
250

1088

Benelli/Heckler 
Koch Super 90 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

20Ga. 25 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, IC choke tube, SN N013215. 98% blue finish shows only a few faint 
scuffs and tiny nicks around ejection port, good bore, vent rib with center bead and Day Glo front, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of nicks at toe and pistol grip with 
a few scattered shallow scratches. 14 1/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0211

600 
1100

1089

Benelli /Heckler & 
Koch Super Black 
Eagle Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 25 3/4" bbl, 3 1/2" chamber, extended choke tube with shot stabilizing grooves? SN U034647. 
98% blue finish shows small nicks at ejection port, trigger guard and bottom edge of receiver with 
some light scuffs and scratches, good bore, vent rib with center bead and Day Glo front, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with shallow nicks and light scratches missing pistol 
grip cap. 14 3/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0218

600 
1100

1090

Smith & Wesson 
Model 1000M 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, SN FB29338. 98% blue finish shows area of small scratches
/abrasion on top rear 1/3 of receiver and a few light scattered freckles with a couple small touched up 
spots on barrel, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show average light average handling. 
14" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2110

300 
500

1091

Winchester 1400 
MKII Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28 1/4" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp cyl choke tube, SN N592708. 95% blue finish shows moderate 
freckles with a few scratches, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with a 8" long crack on bell of forearm. 14" LOP, heavy 8 lb+ trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0060

200 
350

1092

Remington 11-87 
Premier Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 27 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, Imp choke tube, SN PC297248. 95% blue finish shows scratches and 
nicks on receiver with thinning on crisp edges, good bore, vent rib with center bead and large white 
front, checkered wood stock and forearm shows moderate handling with area of finish loss along recoil 
pad denting, nicks and scratches. 14" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0212

400 
700

1093

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 1723814. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with 
loss on most edges and a few scattered freckles, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show 
average handling. 14" LOP, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0037 C&R

200 
400

1094

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 27 1/4" bbl including Polychoke, 2 3/4" chamber, adjustable Polychoke (barrel marked Mod), SN 
640501. Silver/gray patina with small patches of thin blue remaining in protected areas, good bore, 
factory safety has been changed to a Vintage (Big Head) lever safety, wood stock and ribbed forearm 
show average handing with a faded area at butt (possibly from a recoil boot, missing butt plate with a 
large chip on right side heel. 13" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0086 C&R

140 
250
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1095

Early 2nd Year 
(1934) 
Winchester 
Model 42 Pump 
Action Shotgun

410Ga, 26" bbl, 3" chamber Mod choke, SN 11191. 75% blue finish shows moderate freckling, good 
bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with areas of mold staining. 13 7/8" LOP, 
4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0112 C&R

600 
1800

1096
Ithaca Model 37 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30 1/4" bbl including Poly choke, adjustable choke, SN 68028 (war year 1943). 95% blue finish 
shows thinning on crisp edges with a few scattered freckles, good bore, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with shallow dents and scratches. 14 1/8" LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. These 
Ithaca shotguns are a good alternative for left handed shooters due to the bottom ejecting. Good 
condition. 24-0199 C&R

300 
400

1097

Remington 870 LH 
Wingmaster 
Magnum Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga. 25 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, IC choke, SN T122366M. 50% blue finish shows heavy freckling and 
mold staining with heavy frost texture, good bore, vent rib, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
light handling with mold staining and moisture damage. 12 7/8" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0115

200 
350

1098 Remington 870 LH 
Barrel Only

12Ga. 30" 2 3/4" chamber, choke checks Mod but barrel is stamped Mod and Full, vent rib with fiber 
optic front sight, good bore, 75% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling. Good condition.

80 
120

1099 Remington 870 LH 
Barrel Only

12Ga, 30" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, vent rib, good bore, 85% blue finish shows scattered light 
freckles and a few small nicks on edges of rib. Good condition.

80 
120

1100

Remington 870 
Magnum Special 
Purpose Rifled 
Slug Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 20" bbl, 3" chamber, SN B142666M. 98% matte black textured finish shows thinning on carry 
points and area of staining on left side of receiver, good rifled bore, barrel marked 1 turn in 35 inches, 
cantilever scope mount with Tasco Golden Antler 4x32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 
checkered synthetic stock and forearm show average handling. 13 7/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0070

300 
500

1100a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1101

Radikal
/International 
Firearms PA-2 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, XXF ported choke tube installed with 3 additional tubes, SN W-28877. 100% 
bronze Cerakote on barrel and receiver, good bore, removable Weaver style scope rail, vent rib with 
fiber optic front sight, 100% Mossy Oak Bottomland camo on checkered synthetic stock and forearm 
with sling studs installed, 14 " LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. New in box with papers and choke tube set. 
Consecutive serial number to following lot. Excellent condition. 24-0154

220 
250

1102

Radikal
/International 
Firearms PA-2 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, XXF ported choke tube installed with 3 additional tubes, SN W-28876. 100% 
bronze Cerakote on barrel and receiver, good bore, removable Weaver style scope rail, vent rib with 
fiber optic front sight, 100% Mossy Oak Bottomland camo on checkered synthetic stock and forearm 
with sling studs installed, 14 " LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. New in box with papers and choke tube set. 
Consecutive serial number to prior lot. Excellent condition. 24-0155

220 
250

1103

Radikal
/International 
Firearms PA-3 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

20Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tube set, SN W-24423. 100% matte black finish, good bore, 
removable picatinny style tach rail for easy optic mounting, fiber optic front sight, synthetic stock with 
finger groove pistol grip and ribbed forearm with integral tach rail for easy accessory mounting. 14 3/8" 
LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. New in box with papers and choke tube set. Excellent condition. 24-0156

220 
300

1104
Retay GPS Tactical 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke tube with 2 additional choke tubes, SN P20112309. 100% 
matte black finish, good bore, white front sight, grooved receiver for easy optics mounting, checkered 
synthetic stock and forearm show no handling (still has factory advertising sticker). Unfired with 
original cardboard box. 14 1/2" LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. Excellent condition. 24-0198

240 
325

1105
GEBR.Merkel/ 
Chamlin Firearms 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, SN 750249. 90% blue finish shows scattered freckling, 
good bores, solid rib with white bead, engraved receiver with bird hunting scene on left side and fox 
and duck scene on right side, barrel flat marked 676 (manuf date June 1976) nice tight lock up with 
Greener style cross bolt, ejectors, Lightwood Banbury leather barrel/foregrip cover, highly figured 
checkered wood stock and forearm show only light handling with light mold staining. 13" rear trigger 
and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 5 olb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0113

1000 
3000

1106 J P Sauer & Sohn 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, Barrels marked 2 3/4" however chambers measure 3", Full/Mod chokes, SN 201226. 
85% blue finish shows scattered freckles and a few shallow pits, good bores, solid rib with white bead, 
engraved receiver retains 80% case color, barrels marked 557 (manuf May 1957) extractors, nice tight 
lock up with Greener style cross bolt, checkered wood stock and forearm show a few fine cracks at rear 
edge of receiver and a chip on rear edge of forearm with moderate mold staining. 13 1/4" rear trigger 
and 14 1/4" front trigger LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0118 C&R

600 
1600

1107

Ithaca NID (New 
Ithaca Double) 
Combo SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" BBLs, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 435198. 98% blue finish shows older reblue 
with a few faint underlying scratches, good bores, solid rib with white bead and center bead, engraved 
(bird dog pattern) receiver shows 40% case color, extractors, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock 
and forearm show light average handling with small chips along barrel channel and around trigger 
guard tang. Comes with a second set of 12Ga. 26" bbls with Imp/Mod chokes, matching numbers, good 
bores, solid rib with brass bead. 14 1/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0068 C&R

400 
800

1108 Batavia Leader 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 29 3/4" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 88139. Gray/silver patina, fair bores, 
damascus barrels, solid rib with brass bead, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show average handling with older refinish with areas of original checkering very faint and areas that 
have been home recheckered. 13 1/4 rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 24-0157 C&R

160 
225
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1109
Marshwood
/Crescent SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 57657. 75% blue finish on barrels, good bores, 
solid rib with brass bead, receiver shows 75% case color, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with 50% finish loss. 13 1/4" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 
7 1/2 lb trigger pull with original take down cloth case. Marshwood was one of the trade names used 
by Crescent. 23-2143 C&R

160 
225

1110 LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Cyl/Cyl chokes, SN E146760. 85% blue finish on barrels shows general 
thinning with a few light scratches and nicks on rib edges, good bores, solid rib with white bead and 
center bead, Right barrel marked L C SMITH FIELD GRADE and left barrel marked HUNTER ARMS CO 
INC MFRS FULTON NY USA, receiver shows 40% case color, nice tight lock up, Hunter one trigger 
system, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with machine/tool marks 
and scratches around replacement recoil pad. 14" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0071 C&R

400 
900

1111 LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS Shotgun

16Ga, 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/IM chokes, SN S899. 98% blue finish shows older reblue with a few 
scattered freckles and a few small nicks in rib edges and a few underlying scratches near breech, right 
barrel marked LC SMITH FIELD GRADE, left barrel unmarked, good bores, solid rib with brass bead, 
receiver shows 85% case color, extractors, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with small areas of finish flaking and a small compass drilled into comb. 13 1/8" rear 
trigger and 14" front trigger LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0074 C&R

400 
900

1112 LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS Shotgun

16Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Full chokes, SN FW72978. 98% reblue shows only a few small 
underlying scratches, good right bore, left bore is good but has a notable hollow/divet approx 1 1/2" 
forward of chamber on outer side, solid rib shows spliced repair 1 5/8" forward of breech with orange 
bead, Right barrel marked L C SMITH FIELD GRADE and left barrel marked HUNTER ARMS CO INC MFRS 
FULTON NY USA, receiver shows 98% brown case color, extractors, nice tight lock up, checkered wood 
stock and forearm show light handling with a few shallow nicks and scratches. 12 13/16 rear trigger 
and 13 7/8" front trigger LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0067 C&R

400 
900

1113 LC Smith Ideal 
Grade SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 9/16" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 112892. Dark gray/silver patina with small 
amounts of thin blue in protected areas, good bores, solid rib with white bead and center bead, Right 
barrel marked L C SMITH IDEAL GRADE and left barrel marked HUNTER ARMS CO INC MFRS FULTON NY 
USA, engraved receiver, extractors, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock and forearm show light 
average handling with areas of checkering touched up/deepend by hand and older refinish, inside of 
forearm marked on wood with a prior owners name and Red Hill PA, red rubber whiteline recoil pad 
has dried and cracked. 13 1/8" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0066 C&R

500 
1200

1114 Parker Bros SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 9/16" chambers, IC/IC chokes, SN 167100. 99% thick reblue shows only light handling 
with a small abrasion on left side of receiver, good bores, nice tight lock up, barrels will not come off 
receiver (most likely still too tight tolerances on the cocking hook release pin from the reblue, should 
wear in a bit then should release) solid rib with silver bead,. very tight lock up, extractors, restocked 
with highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show only light handling. 13" rear trigger and 13 
3/4" front trigger LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 24-0069 C&R

400 
800

1115 Parker Bros OV 
Grade SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 9/16" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 178039. Dark gray/brown patina on barrels, 
good bores with a few light scratches, solid rib with silver bead, receiver shows 25% case color in 
protected areas, nice tight lock up, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling. 13 1/8" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0075 
C&R

300 
700

1116 Parker Bros DHE 
Grade SxS Shotgun

20Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Cyl bore chokes, SN 233716. 99% blue finish on barrels shows 
only very light handling, good bores, solid rib with single bead marked PARKER BROS MAKERS 
MERIDEN. CT. U.S.A. TITANIC STEEL. Engraved receiver shows mostly silver/gray with small amounts of 
case color retained in protected areas, ejectors, nice tight lock up, checkered high figure wood stock 
and forearm show a small grain crack on right side of butt at heel and light handling, cut out skeleton 
style metal butt plate. 13 1/4" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger LOP, 6lb rear trigger and 4 1/2 lb 
front trigger pull. With Parker letter dated Dec 15 2002 (the original and a photocopy). Very Good 
condition. 24-0213 C&R

1000 
4500

1117 Parker Bros DHE 
Grade SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, SN 226702. 99% blue finish on barrels shows only 
very light handling, good bores, solid rib with single bead marked PARKER BROS MAKERS MERIDEN. CT. 
U.S.A. TITANIC STEEL. Engraved receiver shows mostly silver with small amounts of case color retained 
in protected areas, ejectors, nice tight lock up, checkered high figure wood stock and forearm show a 
few shallow dents with cut out skeleton style metal butt plate and leather barrel wrap, 13 3/8 rear 
trigger and 14 1/4" front trigger LOP, 5 lb rear trigger and 4 lb front trigger pull. With Parker letter 
dated Nov 16 2002 (the original and a photocopy). Very good condition. 24-0215 C&R

1000 
4000

1118 Parker Bros DH 
Grade SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 9/16" chambers, IM/IC chokes, SN 91543. 99% blue finish on barrels shows only very 
light handling, good bores, solid rib with single bead marked PARKER BROS MAKERS MERIDEN. CT. U.S.
A. TITANIC STEEL. Engraved receiver shows light brown patina with small amounts of case color 
retained in protected areas, extractors, nice tight lock up, checkered high figure wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with shallow dents and scratches, cut out skeleton style metal butt 
plate, 13 1/8" rear trigger and 14" from trigger LOP, 7 1/2 lb rear and 5 lb front trigger pull. With Parker 
letter dated Feb 17 2002 (the original and a photocopy).Good condition. 24-0214 C&R

700 
3000

1119
Zephyr/Stoeger 
Thunderbird SxS 
Shotgun

10Ga. 32" bbls, 3 7/8" chambers, SN AM124213. 99% blue finish on barrels shows only very light 
handling, good bores, engraved white receiver, nice tight lock up, extractors, checkered wood stock 
and forearm show light average handling with some rough areas on butt from grain raising/moisture. 
13" rear trigger and 14" front trigger LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0090

500 
800
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1120

Ugartechea
/American Import 
Co. Falcon SxS 
Shotgun

20ga. 27 5/8" bbls, 3" chamber, Full/Mod chokes, SN 99151. 98% blue finish on barrels shows scattered 
light freckles and a few small scratches, good bores, solid rib with silver bead, engraved receiver shows 
98% case color, nice tight lock up, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with a few shallow dents and scratches. 13 3/8" rear trigger and 14 3/8" front trigger LOP, 
heavy 8lb + trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2111

300 
600

1121
AH Fox Gun Co. 
Sterlingworth SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 5/8" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 95383. 98% oler re blue finish on barrels shows 
thinning on edges of solid rib and a few scattered freckles, good bores, 40% case color on receiver, nice 
tight lock up, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with finish 
flaking and areas of loss, forearm is slightly loose and has chip and crack in front edge, oversized 
replacement rubber recoil pad has deteriorated and cracked. 13 3/4" rear trigger and 14 5/" front 
trigger LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0073

300 
650

1122

Stoeger
/Bernardelli 
Gamecock SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 27 1/2" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/IC chokes, SN 111770. 98% blue (slight plum hue) finish on 
barrels shows light handling with a couple tiny silver freckles, good bores, solid rib with single bead, 
scalloped case color receiver with border engraving, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show light average handing. 13 7/8" rear trigger and 14 7/8" front trigger LOP, heavy 8lb+ rear trigger 
and 5 1/2 lb front trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0217

400 
650

1123
Stevens 311 
Series H SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/Mod chokes, SN B722347. 95% blue finish on barrels, good bores, 
solid rib with silver bead, 95% case color receiver, nice tight lock up, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with crack on both sides of wrist. 13 3/8" rear trigger and 14 3/8" front 
trigger LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2148

160 
250

1124
Julian Arana 
LaSorda (Snipe) 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 2 3/4" chambers, Full/IM chokes, SN 15616. 95% blue finish on barrels shows general thinning 
with areas of smooth freckling, good bores, solid rib, engraved silver color scalloped receiver, 
extractors, inside of forearm base marked J.A.W. 6/25/27 with electric pen, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with older refinish and a few small finish runs with slightly oversized 
butt plate. Comes with leather Pork chop case. 13 3/8" rear trigger 14 1/4" front trigger LOP, 5 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0242 C&R

400 
650

1125
Beretta 686 Onyx 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chambers, 5 choke tubes included, SN U81274B. 99% blue finish on barrels, good 
bores, vent rib with brass bead, white receiver with jeweled front half, ejectors, nice tight lock up, high 
gloss checkered wood stock and forearm show light average handling with a few shallow dents. 14 3/4" 
LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. WIth factory plastic case, choke tubes, papers and extra recoil pad. Very good 
condition. 24-0024

600 
1400

1126

Browning (Japan) 
Citori Grade 3 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbls, 3" chambers, Imp/Imp choke tubes, SN 13756PP353. 98% blue finish on barrel shows 
thinning on vent rib and a few small nicks, good bores, engraved silver receiver, extractors, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with shallow nicks and scratches. 14 1/4" LOP, 4lb 
trigger pull with Browning luggage style case and papers. Good condition. 24-0210

800 
1400

1127
Winchester 
Model 1901 Lever 
Action Shotgun

10Ga. 30" bbl, Full choke, SN 77801. Dark brown/gray patina, fair bore shows areas of pitting, barrel 
has a few slight bulges and dents, wood stock and forearm show average handling with shallow 
denting. 13" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. good condition. 23-2151 C&R

300 
500

1128
Savage 24V 
Combination Rifle
/Shotgun

222 Rem/20Ga. 3" chamber, Full choke, 24" bbls, SN 7912. 90% blue finish shows scattered freckles 
and oxidation, good bores, hammer mounted barrel selector, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with shallow dents and scratches, leather sling. 13 7/8" LOP, 5 1/2 
lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2116 C&R

300 
500

1129

Engraved 
Remington 700 
BDL DBM Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN D6261166. 99% blue finish shows light handling with a few faint scuffs, good bore, 
hooded front sight shows slight bend on left side front pinch, engraved receiver, jeweled bolt, Leopold 
scope base and rings, skip line checkered wood stock shows average handling with shallow dents. 13 3
/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0216

500 
800

1130 Burris Rifle Scope 3-9X Fullfield with duplex reticle and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 80 
200

1131
Remington 700 
BDL Bolt Action 
Rifle

222 Rem, 24" bbl, SN B6294357. 98% blue finish shows scattered light freckles, good bore, Weaver 
style scope bases, jeweled bolt, skip line checkered wood stock shows light handling. 13 1/4" LOP, 7 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0132

400 
750

1132 Redfield Rifle 
Scope 6-18X with duplex reticle and clear optics with Weaver rings. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 80 

160

1133
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 70 Bolt 
Action Rifle

270 Win, 21 3/4" bbl, SN 462973. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, hooded front sight, vintage Monoscope (Japan) 3-7x31 rifle scope with center post reticle 
and clear optics mounted on vintage tip off mount, checkered wood stock shows light average handling 
with a small dent on front of pistol grip and a couple shallow nicks and scratches. 13 5/8" LOP, 5 1/2 Lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2149 C&R

400 
900

1134 Ruger M77 Bolt 
Action Rifle

220 Swift, 26" bbl, SN 71 09372. 98% blue finish shows a few small scattered freckles, good bore, 
checkered wood stock shows light average handling with a few fine scratches, with scope rings (screw 
heads show galling with 1 incorrect screw) 13 3/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull Good condition. 24-0131

400 
800

1135 Leupold Rifle 
Scope 12X with fine crosshairs and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 80 

160
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1136 Sako L461 Vixen 
Bolt Action Rifle

222 Rem Mag, 23 3/4" heavy bbl, SN 111806. 98% blue finish shows light average handling with a few 
scattered light freckles, good bore, Tasco 4-12 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, bolt 
release does not always catch allowing the bolt to pull out intermittently, wood stock shows light 
average handling with a small crack in pistol grip cap, leather sling. 13 3/8" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0195 C&R

500 
1200

1137 Ruger American 
Bolt Action Rifle

350 Legend, 18" bbl including muzzle brake, SN 691024687. 99% matte black finish shows only a couple 
very small scratches, barrel was threaded and muzzle brake added, good bore, FDE synthetic stock 
shows a small area of color loss on edge of magazine well, 1-10 rnd magazine and leather sling. 13 7/8" 
LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 24-0144 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500

1138
Savage Model 
110E Bolt Action 
Rifle

270 Win, 22 1/8" bbl, SN E55575. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckles, fair bore shows slight 
roughness, green/gray/black laminated stock shows light handling. 14" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0038

300 
600

1139
Savage Model 
325-Bolt Action 
Rifle

30-30 Win, 21" bbl, NSN. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and 
moderate freckling, good bore, factory rear sight removed (not included) with Williams rear peep sight, 
front sight has been shimmed higher, flat beaver tail bolt handle, wood stock shows heavy handling 
with dents and scratches,1-3 rnd magazine. 13 9/16" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-
0036 C&R

200 
350

1140 Brno ZKW465 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22x36HO (Hot rodded European 22 Hornet) Will also fire standard 22 Hornet Ammo, 23" bbl, SN 
06306. 98% blue finish shows a few scattered freckles and small scratches, good bore, top of breech 
marked 22x36HO, rear safari style sight with 2 flip up leaves, scope rings, adjustable set trigger, 
checkered wood stock with schnabel style forearm, 1-5 rnd magazine. 13" set trigger and 13 7/8"main 
trigger LOP, trigger pull with set trigg as adjusted is less than 1/2 lb. Good condition. 23-2146

600 
900

1141 Leupold Rifle 
Scope M8 4x with fine crosshairs and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 80 

180

1142 Brno Bolt Action 
Rifle

7x57, 20 1/2" bbl, SN 34417. 98% blue finish shows area of oxidized abrasion and scratches on right 
side and bottom of barrel between front sight and sling mount and thinning on floor plate and trigger 
guard, rear safari style sight with a single flip up leaf, beaver tail bolt, J Unertl Hawk 4x scope with fine 
crosshairs and clear optics, adjustable set trigger, checkered wood stock shows moderate handling 
with dents and scratches with incorrect undersized butt plate and pistol grip cap. 13 5/8" set trigger 
and 14 1/2" main trigger, trigger pull is 1 1/2 lb as adjusted with leather sling. Good condition. 23-2147

500 
900

1143

Rare Winchester
/Rocky Mountain 
Firearms Model 
1892 Pride Of 
Pennsylvania 
Lever Action Rifle

32-20 Win, 20 1/4" octagon bbl, SN OO324MX92D. 100% gold color finish, good bore,right side of 
barrel marked LIMITED SERIES-1 OF 500, blued sights, engraved gold/silver receiver with PRIDE OF 
PENNSYLVANIA banner and key parts of Pennsylvania history including the Liberty Bell, Battle of 
Gettysburg, Capitol bldg, Daniel Boone, Molly McGuire, Penn State, Coal Mining, Erie Canal and more, 
right side below loading gate shows small banner marking 17 of 100 (limited edition of 500 rifles made 
with 100 being the premium package) top tang shows small oval engraving commemorating flight 93, 
gold tone butt plate with upper tang engraved 2nd US STATE DEC 12, 1787, wood stock and forearm 
are heavily carved with iconic parts of Pennsylvania history including the Declaration Of Independence, 
US Brig Niagara, Three Rivers, Whitetail Deer, Eastern Wild Turkey, Elk, Brook,Trout and Mountain 
laurel. Come with fitted luggage style case, COA dated June 2003, manual and factory cardboard box. 
13" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Excellent condition. 24-0134 C&R

800 
1800

1144
Antique 
Winchester 1894 
Lever Action Rifle

30WCF, 20" bbl, SN 99974. Dark brown/gray patina, fair bore shows rough edges on rifling, tang 
mounted fold down rear peep sight, left side steel saddle ring, wood stock and forearm show light 
average handling. 13" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. Antique

600 
1000

1145
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 1894 
Lever Action Rifle

32 Win Spec, 20" bbl, SN 526622. 30% thin blue with moderate freckles on barrel and gray patina on 
most other metal surfaces, slightly rough bore, 3 leaf rear sight, let side steel saddle ring, wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with butt stock showing sander marks and older refinish. 13 1/8" 
LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0189 C&R

500 
900

1146

Winchester 
Model 94 
Antlered Game 
Commemorative 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN AG09569. 100% blue finish on barrel, good bore, right side of breech engraved 
antlered game with gold fill, engraved gold tone receiver with antlered game animals, high figure 
checkered wood stock and forearm show no handling with gold tone Elk medallion inlaid on right side 
of butt. with original box and hang tags. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Excellent condition. 23-2178 
C&R

600 
900

1147

Winchester 
Model 94 
Antlered Game 
Commemorative 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN AG09171. 100% blue finish on barrel, good bore, right side of breech engraved 
antlered game with gold fill, engraved gold tone receiver with antlered game animals, high figure 
checkered wood stock and forearm show no handling with gold tone Elk medallion inlaid on right side 
of butt. with original box and hang tags. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Excellent condition. 23-2176 
C&R

600 
900

1148

Winchester 
Model 94 Golden 
Spike 
Commemorative 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN GS56426. 100% blue finish on barrel, good bore, hooded front sight, right side 
of breech engraved with gold fill GOLDEN SPIKE COMMEMORATIVE, engraved gold tone receiver with 
railroad spike 1869 1969 and border engraving on right side, wood stock and forearm show no 
handling with medallion commemorating the completion of the transcontinental railroad. WIth original 
box and hand tags. 13 3/8" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Excellent condition. 23-2163 C&R

500 
800
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1149

Hard To Find 
Consecutive 
Matched Pair 
Winchester 
Model 94 Lone 
Star 
Commemorative 
Lever Action 
Carbine/Rifle

1-carbine 30-30 Win, 20" octagon to round bbl, SN LS37527. 100% blue finish on barrel, right side of 
breech engraved LONE STAR COMMEMORATIVE with gold fill, gold tone engraved receiver with border 
engraving and Texas star 1845 1970 and steel saddle ring on left side, upper tang engraved UNDER SIX 
FLAGS, wood stock and forearm shows light handling with area of shallow dents on both sides of wrist 
and a slight rough texture on belly with a commemorative gold tone medallion on right side of butt. 13 
1/2" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. very good condition. 23-2169 C&R. 2-rifle 30-30 Win, 26" octagon to 
round bbl, SN LS37526. 100% blue finish on barrel, right side of breech engraved LONE STAR 
COMMEMORATIVE with gold fill, gold tone engraved receiver with border engraving and Texas star 
1845 1970 and steel saddle ring on left side, upper tang engraved UNDER SIX FLAGS, wood stock and 
forearm shows light handling with area of shallow dents on right side of wrist with a commemorative 
medallion on right side of butt. Very good condition. 23-2170 C&R Both guns have hang tags, individual 
factory boxes and a shared outer shipping box.

800 
1200

1150

Winchester 
Model 94 Buffalo 
Bill 
Commemorative 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 26" octagon bbl, SN WC39292. 100% blue finish, good bore, engraved receiver, right side of 
breech engraved with silver fill Buffalo Bill Commemorative and upper tang engraved with silver fill WF 
Cody Chief Of Scouts, left side steel saddle ring, wood stock and forearm show no handling with Buffalo 
Bill medallion on right side of butt with cardboard box and sleeve. 13 5/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. 
Appears unfired. Excellent condition. 24-0163 C&R

500 
650

1150a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1151

Winchester 
Model 94 Buffalo 
Bill 
Commemorative 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" octagon bbl, SN WC18039. 98% blue finish shows a few small faint scratches on right 
side of receiver, good bore, engraved receiver, right side of breech engraved with silver fill Buffalo Bill 
Commemorative and upper tang engraved with silver fill WF Cody Chief Of Scouts, left side steel saddle 
ring, silver colored forearm nose cap shows small abrasions on right side , wood stock and forearm 
show light handling with a few shallow dents and a Buffalo Bill medallion on right side of butt with 
cardboard box, sleeve and papers. 13 5/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0191 C&R

500 
650

1152
Winchester 
Model 94 Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 4535292. 80% blue finish shows scattered freckles on barrel and areas of 
spotted loss on sides of receiver, good bore, hooded front sight, wood stock and forearm show home 
refinish with moderate texture and areas of small runs. 13 1/2" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 23-2113

300 
500

1153

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 94 
Takedown Lever 
Action Rifle

30 WCF, 26" octagon bbl, SN 302193. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of freckling 
and loss on carry points, good bore, takedown feature works smoothly, lever retains 50% case color, 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with areas of mold staining. 13 1/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0116 C&R

800 
1500

1154
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 88 
Lever Action Rifle

308 Win, 22" bbl, SN 132021A. 95% blue finish shows average handling with scattered freckles, 
thinning on crisp edges and a few scratches, good bore, fold down rear sight, vintage Weaver K2.5 
scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics mounted with Weaver rings and base, checkered wood 
stock shows average handling with shallow dents and scratches, 1-4 rnd magazine. 13 3/4" LOP, 5 1/2 
lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0035 C&R

600 
850

1155

Scarce Caliber 
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 88 
Lever Action Rifle

284 Win, 22" bbl, SN 144487A. 98% blue finish shows a few tiny scratches and a couple small freckles, 
good bore, hooded front sight, fold down rear, Weaver style scope base and rings, checkered wood 
stock shows average handling with shallow dents and scratches, leather sling. 1-4 rnd magazine. 13 3
/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0143 C&R

1500 
2800

1156

Winchester 
Model 88 284 Win 
Magazine, Ammo 
Brass And More

1 Original 4 rnd Winchester 88 .284 Win magazine, 13 rnds ammo, aproxx 70 pieces empty brass, 
Lyman 66W88 Micrometer receiver sight with original box and papers and 2 leather magazine pouches.

100 
200

1157
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 64 
Lever Action Rifle

32 Win Spec, 20" bbl, SN 1099112. 75% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning and freckles, good 
bore, receiver show silver/gray patina, missing rear sight elevator, wood stock and forearm show 
moderate handling with dents and nicks missing rear sling stud. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0190 C&R

500 
1000

1158
Winchester 
Model 1873 Lever 
Action Rifle

32WCF, 24 1/4" octagon bbl, SN 640464B. 80% thick old reblue shows areas of freckling and 
discoloration, fair bore shows rough areas, side pinch dust cover, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with shallow dents and scratches. 13" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-
0114 C&R

500 
800

1159 Marlin 336 RC 
Lever Action Rifle

35 Rem, 20" bbl, SN AC59687. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckles and 
scratches, good bore, Pine Ridge 3-9x40 Rifle scope with clear optics mounted on see through rings, 
right side hammer extension, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 1/2" LOP, 6lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 24-0204 C&R

500 
650

1160
Savage Model 
1899 Lever Action 
Rifle With Letter

303 Savage, 26" octagon bbl, SN 107800. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and carry 
points with a few nicks in barrel edges, good bore, left side brass round counter, wood stock and 
forearm show light average handling with older refinish, factory letter confirming configuration date 
2011. 13" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0106 C&R

600 
1200

1161
Savage Model 
1899 Takedown 
Lever Action Rifle

303 Savage, 20" bbl, SN 272208. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good 
bore, markings on breech and top of receiver have been gold filled, left side brass round counter, lever 
retains 75% case color, checkered wood stock and schnable style forearm show average handling with 
fine crack from forearm release to schnable and a couple chips on front edge of forearm and older 
refinish. 13 1/8" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0104 C&R

600 
800
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1162
Savage Model 
1899 Lever Action 
Rifle

25-35 Win, 19 1/2" cut down barrel, SN 97671. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on 
carry points, fair bore shows areas of roughness, marking on barrel have been gold filled, left side brass 
round counter, muzzle cut down to front edge of front sight, wood stock and schnable style forearm 
show average handling with older refinish. 13 1/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0103 
C&R

600 
1000

1163 Savage Model 99 
Lever Action Rifle

308 Win, 22" bbl, SN 1023821. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on carry points, good 
bore, rear sight missing elevator, left side round counter, scope bases and rings, jeweled bolt, lever 
retains 25% case color, wood stock and forearm with home done checkering shows average handling 
with leather sling. 13 3/8" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0082 C&R

600 
800

1164
Redfield 
Illuminator Rifle 
Scope

3-9X with ranging, TV view and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 80 
200

1165
Stoeger Uberti 
Model 1873 Lever 
Action Rifle

357 Mag, 24 1/4" octagon bbl, SN H13400. 99% blue finish on barrel shows only very light handling, 
good bore, case color receiver and lever, wood stock and forearm shows light handling with a couple 
small nicks on toe and belly with papers and factory cardboard box. 13 1/4" LOP, heavy 8 lb + trigger 
pull. Good condition. 24-0101

600 
900

1166
Rare Winchester 
Model 1907 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

351 Winchester SL, 20" bbl, SN 50853. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss on 
crisp edges and a few scattered freckles, good bore, checkered wood stock and smooth forearm show 
average handling with a few dents and scratches and a fine crack on left side of wrist at rear edge of 
receiver, 1-5 rnds and 1-10? rnd magazine. 14 1/8" LOP, 8 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2150 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

600 
900

1167

Rare Winchester 
Model 1905 SL 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

32 (321) 22" bbl, SN 25576. 98% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and small areas of staining 
on both sides of receiver, fair bore shows slight roughness, wood stock and forearm show light 
handling with a few shallow dents. 1-5 rnd magazine. 13 7/8" LOP, heavy 8 lb + trigger pull. Good 
condition. Seel following lot for ammo. 24-0105 C&R

600 
900

1167A Rare 32WSL (321) 
Ammo 200 rnds fits prior lot 150 

250

1168 Ruger No 1 Single 
Shot Rifle

300 Win Mag, 26" bbl, SN 130-08739. 99% blue finish shows only a small scratch on right side of front 
sight, good bore, quarter rib with provisions for scope mounting, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show a few shallow dents and area of air checking on left side of butt. 13 5/8" LOP, 3 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 24-0072

600 
900

1169
Remington Rolling 
Block #2 Single 
Shot Rifle

32 Rimfire? 28" octagon bbl, 4736. Dark brown/gray patina, fair rough bore, flip up front globe sight, 
additional rear flip up ladder sight (missing elevator) cut into the top of barrel just behind factory rear 
sight, wood perch belly style stock and forearm show average handling with a 2" crack on right side at 
butt plate. Good condition. 24-0081 C&R

200 
400

1170
Shiloh Rifle Co. 
Old Reliable 
Falling Block Rifle

45-70, 30" bbl, SN 4446, 80% blue finish on barrel shows heavy frost texture with moderate freckling, 
good bore, case color receiver, Set trigger, flip up rear ladder sight and tang mounted diopeter peep 
sight, wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of nicks at toe and mold staining. 13 3
/4" LOP, 1/2 lb trigger pull using set trigger. Good condition. 24-0119

300 
850

1171
Winchester 
Model 1903 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22 Winchester Automatic, 20" bbl, SN 22184 dark brown/gray patina, good bore, wood stock and 
forearm show moderate handling with cracks on both sides of forearm at barrel channel and 3" long 
crack at toe on both sides and chips missing along butt plate. 13 1/4" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 23-2115 C&R

400 
850

1172
Ruger 10/22 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 18 1/2" SN 246-48469. 98% blue finish shows small nicks along receiver edges, good bore, 
Bausch & Lomb BAL-VAR 2 1/2-8x rifle scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics, wood stock shows 
average handling with shallow nicks and scratches, 6-10 rnd magazines. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 24-0089 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
275

1173
Winchester 
Wildcat Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 18 1/4" bbl, SN TF614-21M27147. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, good 
bore, rear peep sight, skeletonized synthetic stock shows no handling. 1-10 rnd magazine. 13 5/8" LOP, 
heavy 8lb + trigger pull. Very good condition. 24-0145 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

160 
250

1174 Colt Courier Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 19 3/8" bbl, SN SC31316. 75% blue finish shows areas of oxidation and freckling, good bore, 
Weaver D4 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics missing elevation adjuster cap, wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with crazing and flaking. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 24-0196

160 
250

1175

German Sport 
Guns/Blueline 
Mauser STG44 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR HV, 17 5/8" bbl, SN BL95354. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, good bore, 
military style combat sights, wood stock with ribbed pistol grip show no handling, 2-24 rnd magazines, 
papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 24-0102 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
350

1176
Winchester 
Model 320 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22LR, 22" bbl, SN D26560. 98% blue finish shows a few scattered freckles with small scratches on top of 
receiver around groove, good bore, checkered wood stock shows average handling with a few shallow 
dents. 13 3/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0197

160 
240
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1177 Remington 40X 
Bolt Action Rifle

22LR, 28" heavy barrel, SN 0444. 95% blue finish shows light freckles and a few scratches, good bore, 
rear receiver side mounted Redfield peep sight with dovetail bases to attach additional sights or optics 
on muzzle, rear of receiver and midway, adjustable trigger, heavy bench rest style wood stock shows 
average handling with shallow dents and scratches, butt plate is intact with several cracks. 13 5/8" LOP, 
6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2112 C&R

300 
500

1178
Marlin Model 
25MN Bolt Action 
Rifle

22WMR, 22" bbl, SN 98601535. 99% blue finish shows only a couple very faint scratches, good bore, 
Tasco 3-9x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, factory rear sight removed (not included) to 
provide clearance, checkered camo synthetic stock shows no handling. No magazine. 13 5/8" LOP, 4 1
/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0084

200 
325

1179
Marlin 39 Century 
LTD Lever Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 20" octagon bbl, SN 26136. 98% blue finish shows areas of oxidation on lever, good bore, 
Marlin 1870-1970 Medallion on right side of receiver, wood stock and forearm show light average 
handling with a few shallow dents, right side hammer extension, good bullseye. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 lb 
trigger pull. Cardboard box, sleeve and papers. Good condition. 23-2174 C&R

500 
800

1180
Marlin 39 Century 
LTD Lever Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 20" octagon bbl, SN 23820. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, Marlin 
1870-1970 Medallion on right side of receiver, right side hammer extension, wood stock and forearm 
show very light handling, good bullseye. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Cardboard box, sleeve, scope 
mount and papers. Good condition. 23-2173 C&R

500 
800

1181 Sears Model 5M 
Lever Action Rifle

22WMR, 20 3/8" bbl, SN 268376. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckling with light scratches and 
area of abrasion on receiver groove, good bore, wood stock and forearm shows average handling with 
a few small chips at rear edge of receiver and shallow dents with areas of light mold staining. 13 5/8" 
LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2117 C&R

200 
400

1182
Winchester 
Model 1890 Pump 
Action Rifle

22 Short, 24" octagon bbl, SN 278147. Dark brown patina, fair bore shows rough areas, wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with a large crack running from the upper tang 2" toward butt plate 
and lower tang 3 1/2" toward the butt plate. 13" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2141 C&R

200 
450

1183 Interarms 62SA 
Pump Action Rifle

22LR, 23" octagon bbl, SN G446179. 98% blue finish shows only light handling with a couple faint 
scratches, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with shallow dents and 
scratches. 13 1/4" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2152

160 
250

1184
Marlin Model 38 
Takedown Pump 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, NSN. 50% blue with moderate oxidation, good bore, aftermarket rear peep sight 
added to top of wrist behind tang with small notch cut into front bottom of comb, wood stock and 
ribbed forearm show finish flaking and loss with chip in end of pistol grip and good bullseye. 13 3/8" 
LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2114 C&R

400 
650

1185
Winchester Single 
Shot (1885) 
Falling Block Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24 3/8" bbl, SN 90102. 25% blue finish with most metal showing a dark brown patina, fair 
rough bore, wood stock and forearm show large area of repair to wrist most visible on right side and 
behind lower tang with areas of deep denting. 13 3/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0083 
C&R

300 
650

1186
Stevens Crackshot 
26 Rolling Block 
Rifle

22LR, 20" bbl, NSN. 75% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning with freckles, receiver shows dark 
brown patina, fair rough bore, wood stock and forearm show average handling with scratches and 
dents. 13" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2119 C&R

100 
175

1187

British Proofed 
Smith & Wesson 
M&P Victory 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 S&W, 5" bbl, SN V578976. 85% gray parkerized finish shows thinning on most edges with scratches 
and scuffs, good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger show 80% case color, frame, barrel and 
cylinder show british proofs, steel lanyard ring on butt, checkered wood diamond pattern grips show 
average handling. Good condition. 24-0049 C&R

500 
900

1188

Colt US Army 
Model 1917 
Double Action 
Revolver

45, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 171607 (1919) 80% dark gray parkerized finish shows moderate handling with 
scratches and loss on most edges, left side of barrel marked COLT D A 45, top left rear corner of frame 
marked with a intertwined GHS in a circle (Major Gilbert H Stewart) inspector proof, left side rear of 
frame marked with Rampant Colt, "UNITED STATES PROPERTY" marked on bottom of barrel, steel 
lanyard ring on butt, wood grips show moderate handling with chips on butt edges and shallow 
denting. Good condition. 24-0050 C&R

600 
1100

1189

Colt US Army 
Model 1903 
Double Action 
Revolver

38, 6" bbl, SN 201163 (1903) 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, good 
bore, left side of barrel marked COLT D A 38, left side of frame marked RAC (Rinaldo A Carr) inspector 
on rear corner, dated 1903 on bottom left and JTT (John T Thompson) inspector at Springfield arsenal, 
steel lanyard ring on butt, wood grips show average handling with shallow denting and small chips. 
Good condition. 24-0047 C&R

500 
900

1190
Colt Commando 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 special, 4" bbl, SN 19283. 85% gray parkerized finish shows thinning and loss on muzzle and crisp 
edges, good bore, butt strap marked US TECH-CL-281, checkered plastic grips show average handling 
with small chips along butt edges. Good condition. 24-0228 C&R

400 
800

1191

British Webley & 
Scott/CAI Mark IV 
38 Double Action 
Revolver

.38, 5" bbl, SN SPF5329AP 10.85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good 
bore, steel lanyard ring on butt, checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-
0053 C&R

400 
700

1192

Italian Bodeo 
M1889 Folding 
Trigger Double 
Action Revolver

10.35mm Italian, 4 1/2" octagon bbl, SN N1785. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on 
sides of barrel, sides of cylinder and crisp edges, good bore, most markings are very faint and illegible, 
steel lanyard ring on butt, checkered wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 24-0234

400 
700
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1193
Italian Bernardelli 
M1889 Double 
Action Revolver

10.35mm Italian, 4 1/2" octagon bbl, SN 7916. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss around 
muzzle and crisp edges, good bore, left side of frame marked V. BERNARDELLI / GARDONE-RIP 1932 in 
2 lines vertically, steel lanyard ring on butt, checkered wood grips show average handling. Good 
condition. 24-0235

400 
700

1194

Cased Colt 1911 
World War II 
Asiatic-Pacific 
Theater 
Commemorative 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 8055PTO. Nickel finish shows no handling, good bore. The left side of the slide is 
marked Pearl Harbor Coral Sea Corregidor / Guadalcanal Tarawa Saipan Leyte Iwo Jima Okinawa Tokyo, 
The right side of the slide is marked World War II Commemorative / Pacific Theater Of Operations, 
both sides area engraved with a feather type pattern, wood grips with gold Colt medallions show only 
light handling, 1-7 rnd magazine. Comes in the original Oak/glass display case with 7 dummy rounds 
and Tokyo Bay Sept 2 1945 surrender print listing most of the key engagements in the Pacific theater. 
Case shows minor wear, revolver is in excellent condition. 24-0188 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

700 
1200

1195

Colt US Army 
1911A1 British 
proofed Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 947419 (1943). 98% thick reblue finish shows areas of puddling making some of the 
stampings distorted or unreadable, good bore, top of slide and front grip strap have been stipple 
textured with adjustable aftermarket rear sight added, left side of frame marked GHD (Major Guy H 
Drewry) inspector and P near magazine release with a small T and VP in upside down triangle (Colt 
Verified Proof) on front leg of trigger guard, right side of frame marked United States Property 
M1911A1 US Army with ordnance wheel and small crown over BNP and a faint crossed halberds over 2 
and 23 on front trigger guard leg, checkered plastic grips show average handling with 1-7 rnd magazine 
and US leather holster marked US Graton & Knight Co 1943. Good condition. 24-0182 C&R NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

600 
950

1196
Colt US Army 
1911A1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 2263680 (1945). 65% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on top of slide 
and most edges, good bore, left side of frame marked GHD (Major Guy H Drewry) inspector and P near 
magazine release with a small K and VP in upside down triangle (Colt Verified Proof) on front leg of 
trigger guard, right side of frame marked United States Property M1911A1 US Army with 11 on front 
leg of trigger guard and very faint ordnance wheel on right side rear, barrel marked with D just forward 
of barrel link with P on 1 side of link and boxed C on reverse, top of slide marked P in front of rear 
sight, checkered plastic grips show average handling with 1-7 rnd magazine and US Bucheimer leather 
holster. Good condition. 24-0097 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1400

1197
Colt 1911 US 
Army Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 5" bbl, SN 544535 (1918) 98% gray parkerized finish shows thinning on most edges, good 
bore, left side of frame marked with eagle head over S12 (Springfield inspection mark) right side of 
frame marked United States Property, missing front sight, barrel marked 3 on 1 side of barrel link with 
no other markings, checkered plastic grips show average handling with 1-7 rnd single color magazine 
and US Graton & Knight Co leather holster. Good condition. 24-0063 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1200

1198
CZ/Intrac CZ-52 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 5/8" bbl, SN R13675. 98% blue finish shows general thinning, good bore, right side 
of frame marked with crossed swords (Czech acceptance proof) date 1953, ribbed plastic grips show 
average handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, leather holster box and papers. Good condition. 23-1721 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300 
450

1199

German FN
/Browning Model 
1922 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 916C. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges with scattered freckles, good 
bore, several waffenants on left side of slide and frame, translucent red plastic grips show light 
scratches and scuff. 1-9 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2132 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
750

1200

Antique Loewe 
Borchardt C93
/M1893 Semi 
Automatic Pistol 
With Cased 
Accessories

9mm? .347 bore at muzzle appears rechambered, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 326 (approx 1894/95) 98% probable 
re blue finish shows light handling, receiver ring marked in 3 lines WAFFENFABRIK / LOEWE / BERLIN 
(post 1895 were made by DWM) fair bore shows rough areas, matching numbers at bottom of frame 
on end of pistol grip, left side of toggle link, trigger, and 1 magazine, checkered wood grips show light 
average handling. Comes with 2 magazines (only 1 is matching numbers) shoulder stock, wooden blank 
magazine, cleaning rod and handle, leather holster/sleeve, Borchardt book and wood case. Very good 
condition. Antique

2000 
15000

1200a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1201

Antique Loewe 
Borchardt C93
/M1893 Semi 
Automatic Pistol 
With Accessories

7.65x25, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 877. 90% thin blue with loss on muzzle and crisp edges, good bore, receiver ring 
marked in 3 lines WAFFENFABRIK / LOEWE / BERLIN (post 1895 were made by DWM) matching 
numbers on bottom of frame at the end of pistol grip, left side of toggle link, trigger and magazine end 
caps, rear of pistol has had the stock lug ground off leaving no way to attach the shoulder stock, comes 
with rare matching number shoulder stock, cheek piece and 3 magazines in wood box. Good condition. 
Antique

2000 
10000

1202

German Mauser 
S42 Code/Sarco 
1934 Pattern P08 
Luger Composite 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 6" bbl, SN 7188. 98% probable reblue shows thinning on crisp edges and a few small scratches, 
good bore, waffenants on right side of receiver, receiver ring dated 1939, checkered replacement 
wood grips show light handling, 1-8 round replacement magazine. This pistol is a mix of old and new 
replacement parts with some parts not numbered and other struck and renumbered. Good condition. 
23-2323 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

800 
1000
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1203

German Deutsche 
Waffen Und 
Munitionsfabriken 
(DWM) 1920 
Pattern 
Commercial P08 
Artillery Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 7737. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of shallow pitting, fair 
rough bore, long range rear sight highlighted with day glow green paint, receiver ring not dated with 
no military markings on entire pistol, matching numbers on frame, receiver, barrel, take down pin, side 
plate, sear bar, safety sear, thumb safety, front and rear toggle links, extractor and rear sight, 
checkered wood grips show average handing. 1-8 round replacement magazine. Good condition. 23-
2325 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

800 
1000

1204

German Deutsche 
Waffen Und 
Munitionsfabriken 
(DWM) 1914 
Pattern P08 
Artillery Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 5159. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with light freckling and a few 
abrasions, good bore, receiver ring dated 1916, long range rear sight, row of 4 small military receiver 
proofs on right side of receiver, matching numbers on frame,barrel, receiver, extractor, front and rear 
toggle link, thumb safety, sear bar and safety sear. Good condition. 23-2331 C&R

800 
1000

1205
German Simson & 
Co. 1914 Pattern 
P08 Luger

9mm, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 1171. 80% old reblue shows genral thinning with shallow pitting, good bore, 
receiver ring dated 1917, long range rear sight, matching numbers on frame, receiver, barrel, side 
plate, take down pin, sear bar, safety sear, thumb safety, rear sight, extractor, front and rear toggle 
link, may need repairs fires intermittently, checkered wood grips show average handling with 1-8 
round replacement magazine. Good condition. 23-2334 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

700 
1000

1206

German Deutsche 
Waffen Und 
Munitionsfabriken 
(DWM) 1900 
American Eagle 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65mm, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 18010. Dark gray patina, good slightly rough bore, receiver ring marked with a 
faint spread eagle with shield, front of frame marked Germany under serial number, grip safety, 
checkered wood grips show moderate handling with areas of checkering worn smooth. 1-8 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-2330 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1500

1207

British Proofed 
Deutsche Waffen 
Und 
Munitionsfabriken 
(DWM) 1914 
Pattern P08 Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 7510. 98% thick reblue finish shows thinning on crisp edges, good bore, receiver ring 
dated 1916, right side of receiver marked with a row of 4 small military receiver proofs, left side of 
frame, receiver and barrel marked with small crown over BNP proofs, bottom of barrel marked with 
crosses hybrids and 9mm 752 over 15 TONS PER and a small box, matching numbers on frame, 
receiver, take down pin, side plate, safety sear, sear bar, thumb safety, extractor and front and rear 
toggle link, both front and rear toggle link also marked with faint BNP proofs, checkered wood grips 
show average handling. 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2321 C&R C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1200

1208

German Mauser 
S42 Code P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 5451. 60% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges, fair slightly 
rough bore, waffenants on left side of barrel and receiver, wood grips show average handling with top 
rear of left scale missing large chip and right scale shows a small crack in upper front corner, 1-8 rnd 
modern MecGar magazine. This is a composite pistol with a mix of new and old parts. Good condition. 
23-2322 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

600 
850

1209

German 
Composite 1914 
Pattern P08 1936 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 1921. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on grip straps and crisp edges 
with area of pitting on left side around replacement side plate, good bore, toggle is marked Erfurt and 
receiver ring is dated 1936 (Erfurt is believed to have stopped production in 1918) front sight has been 
painted orange, checkered wood grips show average handling with old gloss refinish, Pistol needs 
unknown repairs and came into us with a paper note marking it Defective Do Not Operate. 1-8 round 
replacement magazine. Fair condition. 23-2320 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

500 
700

1210

German Mauser 
42 Code/Sarco 
1934 Pattern P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 7551. 98% reblue shows thinning on crisp edges, good bore, receiver ring dated 1940, 
waffenants on left side of toggle and right side of receiver and barrel, most numbers on small parts 
have been struck and renumbered to match, checkered replacement composite grips show light 
handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2328 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1000

1211

German Erfurt 
1914 Pattern P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 75. Dark gray patina, fair slightly rough bore, receiver ring dated 1916, toggle marked 
Erfurt and crown, matching numbers on frame, barrel, receiver, side plate, takedown pin, thumb 
safety, safety sear, front and rear toggle links and the checkered wood grips show average handling, 1-
8 round replacement magazine. Good condition. 23-2339 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

800 
1000

1212

German Matching 
Erfurt 1914 
Pattern P08 Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 9338. 98% possible partial reblue shows thinning on crisp edges and a few stains
/blemishes in blueing, good bore, receiver ring dated 1916, toggle marked Erfurt with crown, matching 
numbers on frame, barrel, receiver, take down pin, side plate, sear bar, safety sear, thumb safety, 
extractor, front and rear toggle link and checkered wood grips, 1-8 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 
23-2329 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

800 
1200
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1213

German Early 
Erfurt P08 Luger 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 7031. 95% nickel finish shows area of discoloration on muzzle with loss and flaking on 
some crisp edges, good bore, receiver ring dated 1911, toggle marked Erfurt with crown matching 
numbers on frame, barrel, receiver, take down pin, side plate, sear bar, safety sear, thumb safety, and 
front and rear toggle links, checkered wood replacement grips show no handling, 1-8 rnd magazine 
with cracked wood floor plate. Good condition. 23-2324 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

700 
900

1214
Erma ET-22 Navy 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 11 3/4" bbl, SN 58620. 98% black finish shows average handling with scratches around muzzle, 
good bore, adjustable rear sight, missing wood forearm, checkered wood thumb rest grips show light 
handling, Pistol needs repairs. 1-10 rnd incorrect magazine does not fit properly and will not function
/feed with some additional small parts. Fair condition. 23-2327 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
300

1215 Erma EP-22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 53346. 95% black finish shows loss on toggle knobs and crisp edges, good bore, 
safety is a little touchy and could use repairs, checkered wood grips show average handling. 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 23-2333 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
300

1216 Erma EP-22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 52850. 75% black finish shows areas of oxidation and corrosion, good bore, safety 
and trigger are a little touchy and could use repairs, checkered wood grips show average handling. 1-10 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2337 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
300

1217

Erma Werke 
Beeman Model P 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4" bbl, SN 314390. 98% black finish shows average handling, good ombre, checkered wood grips 
show average handling. 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2332 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200 
300

1218
Stoeger Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 59692. 98% black finish shows light handling, good bore, sights painted green and 
white, wood grips show average handling with shallow denting, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-
2338 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

200 
400

1219

Mauser/Interarms 
American Eagle 
P08 Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

30 Luger, 5 7/8" bbl, SN 10-002099. 99% blue finish shows only light handling, good bore, receiver ring 
marked with spread eagle and shield, grip safety, checkered wood grips show no handling, 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Very good condition. 23-2335 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
650

1220

Mauser/Interarms 
American Eagle 
P08 Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 11-006413. 100% blue finish, good bore, grip safety, checkered wood grips show no 
handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, take down tool, papers and original box. Excellent condition. 23-2319 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

400 
700

1221

German Walther 
AC/43 Code P38 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 5979K. 50% blue finish shows very thin with most surfaces a dark gray patina, good 
bore, left side of slide marked P38 and AC 43 with waffenants on left side trigger guard and barrel and 
right side of slide, ribbed black plastic grips show areas of abrasions and nicks. 2-8 rnd magazines and 
leather GXY 1943 holster with waffenants. Good condition. 23-2144 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

700 
1200

1222

German Walther 
AC/44 Code P38 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 1218. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
waffenants on left side of barrel and frame and right side of slide, ribbed brown composite grips show 
light average handling. 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.23-2342 C&R

700 
1100

1223
Walther/I O Inc. 
P1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 422849. 95% matte black finish on slide and barrel show thinning on crisp edges, good 
bore, front sight insert is slightly loose, frame shows 98% black finish with small nicks on edges, slide 
dated 6/80, checkered plastic grips show average handling. 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2343 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

400 
700

1224
Walther/Samco 
P38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 161289W6.80. 95% matte black finish on slide and barrel shows thinning on crisp 
edges, good bore, 98% black finish on frame shows a few small nick and chips in edges, slide shows 
date of 6/61 that was struck out and re dated with older 3-58?, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling with 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2340 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
700

1225
Walther/I O Inc. 
P1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 253560W8.81. 99% matte black finish on slide and barrel shows light handling, good 
bore, frame shows 98% black finish with a few small nicks and thinning on crisp edges, side dated 2/80. 
checkered plastic grips show light average handling.1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 23-2341 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
700

1226
Walther/PW Arms 
P38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 165125. 99% matte black finish on slide and barrel shows only a few faint scuffs, good 
bore, frame shows 99% black finish with only a couple very small nicks in trigger guard, slide dated 4
/62. checkered plastic grips show no handling.1-8 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 23-2345 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

400 
700

1227
Walther/PW Arms 
P1 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 403654W5.88. 95% matte black finish on slide and barrel shows average scuff and 
scratches, good bore, frame shows 98% black finish with a few small nicks on trigger guard and crisp 
edges, slide dated 11/77. Checkered plastic grips show average handling.1-8 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 23-2344 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

400 
700
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1228
Waffenfabrik 
Mauser C96 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 55898. 25% blue finish mostly on frame shows general thinning with areas of 
pitting (some partially filled in with auto body putty) good bore, ribbed wood grips show average 
handling. Fair condition. 23-2346 C&R

400 
750

1229
Waffenfabrik 
Mauser C96 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.63x25 (30 Mauser) 5 1/2" bbl, SN 367180. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss, 
good bore, steel lanyard ring, ribbed wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 23-2348

600 
900

1230
Waffenfabrik 
Mauser C96 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.63x25 (30 Mauser) 5 1/2" bbl, SN 305889. 50% blue finish shows very thin with loss on most edges 
and muzzle, fair slightly rough bore, sights painted with day glo green paint, steel lanyard ring, ribbed 
wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 23-2347 C&R

600 
900

1231 C96 Wood Stock
/Holster Rig

wood stock/holster with leather sling/sheath dated 1916 with cleaning rod. Leather straps show 
dryness and cracking. Good condition.

200 
300

1232
Hungarian Roth-
Steyr M1907 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

8mm Roth-Steyr, 5 1/4" bbl, SN 6439. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on muzzle and 
crisp edges, good bore, top rib marked FEGYVERGAYR BUDAPEST, diagonally ribbed wood grips show 
average handling with a few bruises and scratches. Good condition. 24-0233 C&R

600 
1500

1233

US Springfield
/Exel M1 Garand 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

30-06, 24"bbl, SN 3534936. 95% gray parkerized finish shows only light average handling, fair fuzzy 
bore with ME gauge reading in excess of .303, barrel marked SA dated 8 66 with P, refinished wood 
stock and handguards show average handling with shallow dents and no legible cartouches of 
stampings. 13" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0123 C&R

800 
1400

1234

WInchester/Blue 
Sky M1 Carbine 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 6456614. 90% gray parkerized finish on receiver shows loss on most edges and 
gray /silver patina on bbl, good bore, receiver ring marked US Carbine cal .30 M1, ventilated metal 
handguard, wood stock shows heavy average handling with no visible proofs except ordnance wheel 
on right side of butt, 13 1/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 24-0238 C&R

600 
900

1235
Chinese CGA/GLN 
Import SKS Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x39, 20 1/2" bbl, SN 2100952. 98% black finish shows average handling, good bore, under folding 
spike bayonet with 12 1/4" spike, wood stock and handguards show average handling with a few deep 
nicks on left side above trigger and a small crack on left side at pin just below finger groove. 12 1/2" 
LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0077

300 
450

1236
Chinese Norinco?
/CAI SKS Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x39, 23 1/4" BBL, SN 8800268. 98% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, rifle is unmarked 
with the exception of matching serial numbers on receiver, bolt, top cover, magwell/floor plate, trigger 
guard, stock and left side of barrel marked only SKS 7.62 China, wood stock and handguard show 
average handling with a few deep scratches and nicks, folding spike bayonet. 12 1/2" LOP, heavy 8lb + 
trigger pull. 23-2001

200 
400

1237
US Springfield 
Model 1898 Krag 
Bolt Action Rifle

30-40 Krag. 30" bbl, SN 215500. Dark gray patina on barrel and silver gray on receiver, fair slightly 
rough bore, adjustable rear ladder sight, steel forearm nose cap holds steel stacking loop with steel 
barrel band holding front steel sling loop, wood stock and handguard shows average handling with 
small cracks on hand guard and left side of stock at rear of magazine and light mold staining with no 
visible cartouches or stampings. 13 3/8" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2109

400 
750

1238
Remington Model 
1903 Bolt Action 
Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 3247045. 98% dark gray/black parkerized finish shows light average handling, good 
bore with heavy storage grease, ME gauge reads.3010, muzzle marked RA flaming bomb 9/42, ladder 
rear sight, bolt needs good cleaning (thick storage grease wood stock and handguard show moderate 
handling with denting shows no visible cartouches or proofs with CMP Certificate Of Authenticity. 13" 
LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0237 C&R

500 
800

1239

US Springfield 
Model 1903 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 609625. Dark gray patina, fair bore, muzzle marked SA flaming bomb 9-13, flip up 
rear ladder sight needs repairs to elevator/slide (held in place via blue tape), wood sporter style stock 
shows average handling with 3" crack at rear edge of receiver with leather sling. 13 3/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0088

160 
250

1240
US Remington 
Model 03A3 Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 4036408. 98% green/gray parkerized finish shows average handling, muzzle marked 
RA flaming bomb with ping dated 9-43, ME gauge reads .300. good bore, hooded front sight with 
guarded rear, wood stock and handguard show average handling with circled P under wrist and no 
other cartouches or stampings, web sling. 12 3/4" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 24-0058 
C&R

600 
900

1241
US Remington 
Model 03A3 Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 3587500. Dark gray parkerized finish shows average handling, good bore, ME gauge 
reads .3005, muzzle marked RA flaming bomb dated 4-43, hooded front sight and guarded rear, 
unmarked wood stock and handguard shows average handling with shallow dents. 13" LOP, 5 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-2108 C&R

600 
900

1242
US Eddystone 
Model Of 1917 
Sporter

30-06, 24" bbl, SN 787641. 98% blue finish shows a few scattered freckles and small scratches with 
receiver showing a slightly plumb color, good bore, appears rebarreled with commercial barrel, 
jeweled bolt, Redfield scope base and rings, rear sight guards have been cut off receiver and sights 
removed, checkered wood sporter style stock shows average handling with small replaced section of 
wood behind safety lever. 13 1/2" LOP, 2 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0107

160 
250

1243 Vintage Prominar 
Rifle Scope 10x with fine crosshairs, clear optics and ranging. Removed from prior lot. Good condition 120 

180

1244
British BSA SHTLE 
No 1 MK III Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Brit, 25 1/4" bbl, SN 7934. 85% blue finish shows freckling with areas turning a dark patina, fair 
rough bore, guarded front and rear sights, working magazine cut off allowing rifle to be operated as a 
single shot or magazine fed, wrist band dated 1940, matching numbers on receiver, bolt and forearm 
nose cap, wood stock and handguards show average handling with heavy denting and chips with brass 
stock disk. 1-10 rnd magazine. 13 3/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2107 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300 
500
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1245
British Fazakerly 
No4 MKI Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

303 Brit, 22" bbl, SN C16073. 90% blue finish shows light freckles with a frost texture, good bore, 
Parker Hale front sight wit Redfield rear diopter peep sight, sporter style wood stock shows average 
handling with large chip on left side at wrist band, 1-5 rnd shorty magazine (Japanese replacement) 
and leather sling. 13 5/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2105

160 
250

1246

British Fazakerly 
No 5 MKI Jungle 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Brit, 20 1/2" bbl including flash hider, SN AA5102. 98% black finish shows only light storage marks 
with areas of loss on magazine, good bore, guarded front sight and flip up rear ladder, receiver dated 5
/47, correct barrel with fluted breech, matching numbers on receiver, bolt, stock forearm and 
magazine, wood stock and handguard shows average handling with a few cracks on left side of butt 
running from wrist band rearward approx 8", 12 3/4" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0057. 
C&R

400 
650

1247

British Fazakerly 
No 5 MKI Jungle 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Brit, 20 1/2" bbl including flash hider, SN S5788. 98% black finish shows only light storage marks 
with loss on sight guard, good bore, receiver dated 10/45, correct barrel with fluted breech, guarded 
front sight and flip up rear ladder, wood stock and handguards show average handling with shallow 
dents and scratches and a white 21 painted under wrist. 1-10 rnd magazine. 13" LOP, 5 1/2 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 23-2082 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
650

1248
French St Etienne 
Model 1916 Bolt 
Action Rifle

8x50R, 31 1/2" bbl, SN FJ44907. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered light freckles, 
fair bore shows slight roughness, flip up rear ladder sight, magazine well has hinged dust/dirt cover, 
barrel band holds steel sling ring on left side, wood stock and handguard shows average handling with 
several sections filled in with wood patches/splices on left side at magazine well, rear barrel band, left 
side just forward of hand guard and at forearm nose cap with a crack on left side at rear of forearm 
finger groove. 13 3/8" LOP, heavy 8lb + trigger pull. Good Condition. 23-2139 C&R

400 
850

1249 Japanese Type I 
Bolt Action Rifle

6.5x50 Arisaka. 30 3/4" bbl, SN G538. Dark gray spotted patina, fair rough bore, flip up rear ladder 
sight, hinged floor plate, wood stock and handguard shows average handling with large separation
/seam on butt stock. The type I rifles were made in Italy for the Japanese during the early days of WWII 
and were a cross breed/mix of the Carcano and Arisaka rifles, these rifles were very plain and mostly 
unmarked they also did not have the mum. Missing cleaning rod. 14 3/16" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. 
Good condition. 24-0125 C&R

200 
450

1250

Japanese Nagoya 
Type 99 Short 
Rifle Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.7 Jap, 25 5/8" bbl, SN 96422. Dark gray patina with light frost texture, good bore, guarded front sight, 
flip up rear ladder sight with good anti aircraft wings, hinged floor plate missing magazine elevator and 
spring, ground mum, missing cleaning rod, wood stock and handguards shows average handling with 
separation/seam on butt stock. 12 1/2" LOP, 7 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0087 C&R

200 
400

1250a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1251

Japanese Nagoya 
Type 99 Short 
Rifle Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.7 Jap, 25 5/8" bbl, SN 94920 (very hard to read, partially distorted) guarded front sight, flip up rear 
ladder sight, with no anti aircraft wings, ground mum, needs bolt repairs (bolt does not open and will 
not come out of rifle posibley assembled incorrectly and forced in) wood stock shows moderate 
handling with type 30 bayonet with 15 5/8" blade, fullers in both sides, ricasso marked with Nagoya 
arsenal symbol, steel hooked quillen with birds head pommel and push button release, 2 screw wood 
handle in steel scabbard. Missing cleaning rod. 12 1/2" LOP. Fair condition. 24-0153 C&R

200 
300

1252

Japanese Tokyo 
Kogyo Type 99 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.7 Jap, 19" bbl, SN 34193. 75% blue finish shows freckles with a light frost texture, fair bore with rust 
near muzzle, cut down barrel replacement sights, ground mum covered with a stipple texture
/machined surface, turned bolt, hinged floor plate, wood mannlicher style sporter stock shows average 
handling with areas of mold staining. 13 1/4" LOP, heavy 8lb + trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0150

160 
200

1253

Spanish Fabrica 
DeArmas Oviedo 
Model 1916 
Second Type Bolt 
Action Rifle

7x57, 21 7/8" bbl, SN Z2954. 80% blue finish on barrel shows area of deep pitting on left side near 
barrel band, fair bore, receiver and trigger group show gray patina, receiver ring marked Fabrica 
DeArmas Oviedo 1931, wood stock shows average handling missing upper hand guard and cleaning 
rod. 13 1/4" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0124 C&R

200 
350

1254

Spanish Fabrica 
DeArmas La 
Coruna M1943 
Short Rifle Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 23 3/4" bbl, G 4366. Dark gray patina with 1/2 the barrel showing thin blue, good bore, 
forearm nose cap has had the barrel rings removed from top leaving only the lower portion of the 
appliance, barrel band is missing the spring on right side, wood stock and handguard show average 
handling with dents and nicks, leather sling. 13 1/8" LOP, 5 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2140 C&R

200 
400

1255
German Spandau 
GEW98 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 29 1/4" bbl, SN 7037. Dark gray patina, pore rough bore, matching numbers on receiver, 
barrel, bolt handle, safety assembly, bolt release, rear sight, forearm nose cap, trigger guard frame and 
screw (not floor plate) and wood stock and butt plate, receiver marked with crown Spandau dated 
1909. 13" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. Good condition. 23-2106

400 
600

1256

Very Hard To Find 
German Berlin-
Suhler Waffen-
Und 
Fahrzeugwerke 
(BSW code) 
Model 98 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 23 3/4" bbl, SN 3546. Dark gray patina, fair bore, matching numbers on receiver, barrel, 
trigger guard frame and screw, bolt release, forearm nose cap, barrel band/sling loop, rear sight and 
wood stock, several waffenants on barrel band, forearm nose cap and trigger guard frame, wood stock 
and handguard shows moderate handling with heavy denting and scratches, leather sling. 13" LOP, 5 lb 
trigger pull. Rare manufacturer with a very short production span running only from 1937-39. Good 
condition. 24-0056 C&R

600 
1200
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1257

German Mauser 
(byf 43 Code) 
Model 98 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 23 3/4" bbl, SN 18106. Gray/silver patina, good bore, matching numbers on receiver, bolt, 
safety assembly, bolt release, trigger guard frame, floor plate, rear sight, rear sight elevator, barrel 
band/sling loop, forearm nose cap, left side of receiver and breech marked with large 1/4" eagle
/swastikas, receiver ring marked byf 43 with small waffenant, wood stock and handguard show 
average handling. 13" LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0076 C&R

500 
1000

1258

Rare German J P 
Sauer & Sohn (ce 
42 Code) Model 
98 Russian 
Capture Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.92mm, 23 3/4" bbl, SN 2097D. 90% blue finish shows general thinning, fair bore, hooded front sight, 
receiver ring marked with waffenant ce 42 and X (soviet property mark) flag safety, bolt number 
electric pened to match, Soviet sniper scope with 3 post reticle and clear optics mounted on quick 
release base,laminated wood stock and handguard show light handling. 13" LOP, 7 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 23-2156 C&R

600 
800

1259

Turkish K Kale M 
1888 Commission 
Rifle 1938 Rework 
Bolt Action Rifle

7.92mm, 29 1/4" bbl, SN 12189. Silver/gray patina, fair bore, receiver ring marked AS FA with moon 
and star 1938 and very faintly 1939, wood stock and handguard shows average handling. 13" LOP, 4 lb 
trigger pull. Good condition. 24-0117 C&R

200 
350

1260

Soviet Izhevsk
/Illegible Import 
Mark M1938 
Mosin Nagant 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.62x54R (incorrect import mark showing 6.55 Swede this rifle is 7.62) 20 1/4" bbl, SN 3399. 98% blue 
finish shows thinning on crisp edges, good bore, top of breech marked with Izhevsk' triangle and arrow 
with wreath and hammer and sickle, import mark on underside of muzzle is mislabeled as 6.5x55 
Swede, matching numbers on breech, bolt and floor plate, wood stock and handguards shows light 
average handling. Good condition. 13 1/2" LOP, heavy 8lb + trigger pull. 23-1752 C&R

300 
450

1261

Bear Creek 
Arsenal BCA15P 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

223 Wylde, 12" bbl including flash hider, SN P00611. 100% matte black finish, good bore, quad rail 
handguard/heat shield, full length top rail, flash hider, checkered pistol grip with case and papers. No 
magazine. Excellent condition. 23-1789 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

400 
550

1262
Heckler & Koch 
SR9 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x51, 17 1/4" bbl, SN 46-000936. 98% matte black finish shows only a few small scuffs on receiver 
from optics mounting and end of charging handle with loss on magazine edges, good bore, Bushnell 
Banner 3-9x with duplex reticle and clear optics mounted on a SchuBrichtung mount, black synthetic 
thumbhole stock and forearm show only a few very light scuffs, 1-5 rnd magazine and papers. Very 
good condition. 24-0023

2000 
4500

1263

F-1 Firearms UDR-
15-3G High Grade 
Custom AR-15 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

223 Wylde, 18" bbl, SN 220-00210. Fluted stainless Wilson combat 1-8 barrel, matte black receiver 
shows only very light handling, good bore, skeletonized magwell, Y/M (Young Manufacturing) bolt with 
side charging handle, Bootleg Inc ventilated aluminum hand guard/forearm, Accu-Tac adjustable bipod, 
synthetic pistol grip and adjustable stock with folding monopod, custom trigger and mag release, 1-10 
rnd magazine. 24-0130 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

1000 
2000

1264
Nightforce SHV 
Tactical Rifle 
Scope

4-14x56 with ranging and working red illumination and clear optics on tach rail mount. Removed from 
prior lot. Good condition

300 
1000

1265

Rise Armament 
Ripper High Grade 
Custom AR-15 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

223 Wylde, 17 1/2" bbl including muzzle brake, SN RPR00398. 99% matte black finish shows only very 
light handling, good bore, stainless barrel, Lantac bolt, ventilated aluminum handguard, carbon fiber 
adjustable bipod, side charging handle, Adjustable Luth AR stock and Hogue pistol grip, custom trigger 
and mag release. No magazine. very good condition. 24-0129

1000 
1800

1266 Primary Arms 
Rifle Scope

4-14x ACSS HUD DMR 5.56 with ranging, clear optics and red illumination with tac rail mount. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition

600 
900

1267 Colt M4 OPS Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR HV, 21 1/4" bbl, SN BPO20947. 100% matte black finish, good bore, adjustable stock with 
checkered pistol grip, 2-30 rnd and 2-10 rnd magazines. Appears new in box with papers. Excellent 
condition. 24-0059 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

400 
600

1268
KE Arms KP-15 
Complete AR 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN KM25932. complete lower with trigger group, black polymer shows no handling. New in 
original cardboard box with papers. Excellent condition. 24-0201

240 
350

1269
KE Arms KP-15 
Complete AR 
Lower

Multi Cal, KM26309. complete lower with trigger group, black polymer shows no handling. New in 
original cardboard box with papers. Excellent condition. 24-0200

240 
350

1270
Aero Precision AP-
15/Bohica Arms 
50 BMG

50 BMG, 28" bbl including muzzle brake, SN US22915. 98% blue finish shows only a few light scratches 
and scuffs, This is a Aero lower with Bohica 50 BMG single shot bolt Action upper SN 1024. Good bore, 
flat top tach rail for easy optic/accessory mounting, synthetic weighted full shoulder stock with trap 
door in butt plate to change weights and finger groove pistol grip, synthetic ventilated forearm with 
bottom mounted tac rail and folding bipod comes with case. Good condition. 23-2157

800 
2000

1271
Colt SAA Military? 
Single Action 
Revolver

.45, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 112194 (1884) dark gray patina with traces of case color on right side of frame and 
small areas of thin blue on barrel, good bore, top of barrel marked in 2 lines COLT'S PT. F.A MAFG.Co / 
HARTFORD. CT. USA bottom of frame just forward of trigger guard and side of cylinder marked DFC 
(David F Clark was a civilian inspector at the US Springfield Armory from 1880-1887)left side of frame 
shows 3 lines of patent dates but lacking the US that's found on most military revolvers, left front 
trigger guard leg marked 45 cal, nice tight cylinder advances and indexes as it should when cocked, 
hammer holds and releases smoothly with trigger, wood grips show average handling with shallow 
denting and areas of finish crazing with loss on butt edges. Good condition. Antique

600 
1000
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1272

Colt 1877 
Lightning 38 
Double Action 
Revolver

38, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 8128 (1878) 90% nickel finish shows areas of scattered freckles, 2 line address on top 
of barrel is only partially visible, good bore shows a couple rough spots (may clean up better) cylinder 
advances and indexes as it should when cocked or trigger pull, hammer holds and releases smoothly 
with trigger, checkered plastic birds head grips with Rampant Colt show average handling with areas of 
checkering worn smooth. Good condition. Antique

600 
800

1273
Colt 1877 
Thunderer Double 
Action Revolver

41, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 97085 (1895) gray patina, fair bore, 2 line barrel address, missing ejector rod/shroud 
and a couple screws/pins, needs repairs, replacement wood birds head grips show small putty repair 
on left scale. Fair condition. Antique

300 
450

1274

Remington Elliot 
Ring Trigger 
Derringer
/Pepperbox Pistol

.32 Rimfire, 3 3/8" 4 bbl cluster, SN 21042. Dark gray patina, fair bores show areas of pitting, right side 
barrel web marked ELLIOT'S PATENTS, MAY 29, 1860-OCT 1,1861 in a single line and left side web 
marked MANUFACTURED BY E. REMINGTON & SONS ILION NY in a single line, firing pin rotates and 
indexes as it should with ring trigger, wood saw handle grips show average handling with shallow dents 
and small chips along bottom edges. Comes with small wood case. Good condition. Antique

600 
900

1275 Remington Vest 
Pocket Pistol

.41 Rim Fire, 4" Octagon to round barrel, SN 3862. Silver/gray patina, fair bore shows areas of minor 
pitting, top barrel plate marked in 2 lines REMINGTON'S ILION NY / PATD OCT 1, 1861 NOV 15 1862. 
Hammer holds half and full cock and releases smoothly with trigger, wood saw handle grips show 
moderate handling with areas of denting on butt and around screw in left scale. Good Condition. 
Antique

400 
600

1275a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1276

Early Remington 
Engraved Brass 
Frame Vest 
Pocket Pistol

.30 Rim Fire, 3 1/2" octagon to round barrel, NSN. Gray/brown patina with shallow pitting, fair bore 
shows pitting, marking on top barrel flat are very worn and only partially legible, hammer will only hold 
if you reset the trigger by hand, early style engraved brass frame, wood saw handle grips show average 
handling and are held in place via a single rivet as compared to the newer variant that use a screw. 
Good condition. Antique

200 
550

1277 Remington Rider 
Magazine Pistol

.32 Rimfire Extra Short, 3" octagon bbl, NSN. Aged nickel finish shows a silver/gray patina, good bore 
shows only a few very shallow pits, right side of frame has a 1 1/2" long shallow dented scratch, top 
barrel flat marked in 2 lines E REMINGTON & SONS. ILION. NY / RIDER'S PAT AUG 15TH 1871. Wood 
grips show average handling with shallow dents and chips. Good condition. Antique

700 
1600

1278
Remington Mod 
95 Type 2 Double 
Derringer Pistol

.41 Rim Fire, 3" bbl's, batch number 87 (these pistols did not use a SN only the batch number), 95% 
nickel finish shows small areas of oxidation and chipping, good bore, top of barrels marked in 2 lines E 
REMINGTON & SONS. ILION NY. / ELLIOT'S PATENT DEC 12TH 1865. Left side manual ejector, hammer 
holds half and full cock and releases smoothly with trigger, checkered hard rubber grips show light 
average handling. Good condition. Antique

400 
650

1279
Remington Smoot 
New Model 2 
Revolver

.32 Rimfire, 2 13/16" bbl, SN 707. 95% nickel finish shows moderate scratching with small spots of 
oxidation, fair bore shows areas of shallow pitting, 75% case color finish on hammer, hammer holds on 
half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, top of barrel rib marked E. REMINGTON & SONS, 
ILION NY W.S. SMOOT OCT 21, 1873 in a single line, smooth wood birds head grips show light average 
handling. Good condition. Antique

240 
500

1280

Scarce Variation 
Remington Smoot 
New Model 1 
Revolver

.32 Rimfire, 2 13/16" bbl, SN 730. 60% nickel finish shows very thin with areas of loss and oxidation, 
fair bore shows shallow pitting, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, 
top of barrel rib marked E. REMINGTON & SONS, ILION NY W.S. SMOOT OCT 21, 1873 in a single line, 
scarce early revolving recoil shield (Approx only 600 made), checkered hard rubber birds head grips 
show moderate handling with areas worn smooth. Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1281
Remington Smoot 
New Model 2 
Revolver

.30 Rim Fire, 2 13/16" bbl, SN 940. 98% nickel finish shows a few light scratches and small chips on 
muzzle and cylinder bridge, fair bore shows a few rough spots, hammer holds half and full cock with 
cylinder advancing as it should, top of barrel rib marked E. REMINGTON & SONS, ILION NY W.S. SMOOT 
OCT 21, 1873 in a single line, checkered hard rubber birds head grips show very light handling. Good 
condition. Antique

300 
500

1282
Remington Rider 
Double Action 
Pocket Revolver

.31 Percussion, 3" bbl, SN 728. 50% nickel finish shows scattered oxidation through plating, fair bore 
shows a few rough areas, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should and all 
nipples intact, top of barrel marked in 2 lines MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTONS. ILION, NY. / RIDER'S 
PT AUG 17, 1858. MAY 3.1859. Checkered hard rubber saw handle style grips show light handling. 
Many of these little percussion revolvers were carried during the Civil war as emergency weapons. 
Good condition. Antique

400 
650

1283

Remington Rider 
Double Action 
Pocket Revolver 
Early Cartridge 
Conversion

32 Rimfire, 3 1/8" bbl, NSN (most likely was on bottom of barrel and worn away from cylinder pin being 
removed/installed) 65% nickel finish shows chips on crisp edges and small areas of underlying 
oxidation, good bore, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, this is a 
early model factory conversion with the capping notch in recoil shield which would let the shooter 
simply switch the between the cartridge cylinder and percussion cylinder, missing front sight, top of 
barrel marked in 2 lines MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTONS. ILION, NY. / RIDER'S PT AUG 17, 1858. MAY 
3.1859. checkered hard rubber saw handle style grips show light handling. Good condition Antique

400 
650

1284
Remington Beals 
First Model 
Pocket Revolver

.31 Percussion, 3" bbl, SN 770. Gray patina, fair bore shows areas of shallow pitting, hammer holds half 
and full cock with cylinder only advancing intermittently, cylinder bridge marked in 3 lines 
MANUFACTURED BY / REMINGTONS / ILION NY. external cylinder advancement pawl, nipples show 
minor mushrooming and front edges of cylinder at chambers show very slight denting/distortion, 
smooth gutta percha grips show light average handling with a crack in the butt at rear of screw. Good 
condition. Antique

400 
850
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1285
Remington Elliot 
Single Shot 
Derringer

.41 Rim Fire, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 8048. Dark brown patina, fair bore shows areas of roughness, hammer 
holds and releases smoothly with trigger, wood birds head grips show light average handling with a few 
shallow dents. Good condition. Antique

400 
850

1286

Remington New 
Model Pocket 
Revolver 3rd Type 
Cartridge 
Conversion

32 Rimfire, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 16336 (very faint) gray patina, fair bore shows areas of roughness, top barrel 
flat marked in 3 lines PATENTED SEPT 14, 1858 / E. REMINGTON & SONS. ILION NEW YORK USA. / NEW-
MODEL, factory conversion cylinder, recoil shield still reflects the capping notch with percussion 
loading lever still intact, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, wood 
birds head grips show average handling with shallow dents and nicks. Good condition. Antique

400 
750

1287

Remington New 
Model Police 
Revolver Factory 
Conversion

.38 Rim Fire, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 7270. 50% nickel finish shows very thin with underlying oxidation showing 
through, good bore, top barrel flat marked in 3 lines PATENTED SEPT 14, 1858 MARCH 17, 1863 / E 
REMINGTON & SONS, ILION NEW YORK, USA / NEW MODEL, hammer holds half and full cock with 
cylinder advancing as it should, the SN on factory conversion cylinder does not match gun, recoil shield 
still has capping notch and percussion loading lever still intact, wood grips show average handling with 
shallow dents and nicks. Good condition. Antique

400 
750

1288
Remington New 
Model No4 
Revolver

38 Rim Fire, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 11627. 85% nickel finish shows areas of chipping around muzzle and 
oxidation on cylinder, fair bore, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, 
top of barrel marked E REMINGTON & SONS, ILION NY in a single line, natural material birds head grips 
show cracks on both scales. Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1289
Remington Smoot 
New Model 3 
Revolver

38 Rim Fire, 3 3/4" bbl, NSN. 25% nickel finish shows large areas of loss, fair bore shows areas of 
roughness, top of barrel rib marked E REMINGTON & SONS ILION . NY PAT W S SMOOT. OCT 21, 1873 
in a single line, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, checkered hard 
rubber birds head grips show average handling with raised peaks worn smooth. Good condition. 
Antique

300 
500

1290
Remington Smoot 
New Model 3 
Revolver

38 Center Fire, 3 3/4" bbl, NSN. 75% nickel finish shows areas of freckling and chips, good bore, top of 
barrel rib marked E REMINGTON & SONS ILION . NY PAT W S SMOOT. OCT 21, 1873 in a single line, 
hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, checkered hard rubber 
monogram grips show light handling. Good condition. Antique

300 
500

1291
Remington Smoot 
New Model 3 
Revolver

38 Center Fire, 3 3/4" bbl, NSN. 85% nickel finish shows moderate scratches on cylinder and trigger 
guard with areas of scattered freckling, fair bore shows areas of roughness, top of barrel rib marked E 
REMINGTON & SONS ILION . NY PAT W S SMOOT. OCT 21, 1873 in a single line, hammer holds half and 
full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, checkered hard rubber monogram grips show light 
handling. Good condition. Antique

300 
500

1292
Remington Smoot 
New Model 3 
Revolver

38 Rim Fire, 3 3/4" bbl, NSN. 75% nickel finish shows scattered freckles with brushed varnish? fair 
rough bore, top of barrel rib marked E REMINGTON & SONS ILION . NY PAT W S SMOOT. OCT 21, 1873 
in a single line, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, natural material 
birdshead grips show small cracks with brushed varnish? Good condition. Antique

200 
400

1293

Star Arms Single 
Action 1863 Army 
Percussion 
Revolver

.44, 8" round bbl, SN 51285. Dark gray patina, good bore shows a couple minor rough spots, matching 
numbers on frame and cylinder, hammer holds on full cock and cylinder advances as it should, left side 
of frame marked STARR ARMS Co. NEW YORK and right side STARRS PATENT JAN 15, 1856 both in 
single lines, wood grips show average handling with shallow dents and small chips, no inspectors 
cartouches visible. Good condition. Antique

600 
1400

1294

Engraved 
European Pin Fire 
Double Action 
Revolver

9.01mm bore, 4 11/16" bbl, NSN. 60% nickel finish shows areas of moderate oxidation, fair rough bore, 
hammer cocks and cylinder advances as it should, steel lanyard ring on butt, elaborate Griffin pattern 
gutta percha grips show light average handling. Good condition. Antique

200 
450

1295
Colt 1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 6" bbl, SN 68047 (1853) silver/gray patina, good bore, sides of barrel show areas of denting/clamp 
marking, matching numbers on frame, barrel, brass trigger guard, grip strap, cylinder and barrel wedge, 
cylinder engraved with stage coach scene, top barrel flat marked in 2 lines ADDRESS SAML COLT / NEW-
YORK CITY, hammer holds full cock with cylinder advancing as it should, bottom grip strap marked FN, 
wood grips shows average handling with crack in left side. Good condition. Antique

500 
800

1296
Remington 1867
/71 Rolling Block 
Pistol

.50 CF, 8 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark gray patina, good bore, hammer holds half and full cock, left side of frame 
marked in 2 lines REMINGTONS ILION N.Y USA / PAT MAY 3d NOV 15th 1864 APRIL 17th 1866 and P 
over F C W on right side, wood forearm and grips show average handling with several deep dents on 
butt. Good condition. Antique

400 
700

1297 English Bristol 
Flintlock Pistol

.550 bore, 9" brass octagon barrel, NSN. Fair smooth bore, top barrel flat marked BRISTOL with 2 
crown over crossed sword proofs on left rear flat, strong lock holds half and full cock with engraved 
lock plate marked LONDON WARRANTED missing front lock screw, wood stock shows light average 
handling with wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique

300 
650

1298

Modern Colt 
Signature Series 
1847 Walker 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 9" bbl, SN 9483. 98% blue finish on barrel, engraved cylinder with battle scene and signature back 
strap shows a 1/2" scratch/abrasion on left side just forward of barrel key and oxidation on front sight, 
good bore, case color finish on frame, hammer and loading lever, brass square back trigger guard 
shows light oxidation, wood grips show shallow dents and a few small scratches. Good condition. 
Antique

300 
650

1299

Modern Colt 3rd 
Model Dragoon 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 30003. 99% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder with battle scene shows only 
a few small faint scratches and oxidation on front sight, good bore, case color finish on frame, loading 
lever and hammer, round back brass trigger guard, wood grips show light handling with a few shallow 
dents on right side. Good condition. Antique

300 
600
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1300
Modern Colt 1860 
Army Percussion 
Revolver

44, 7 7/8" bbl, SN 205616. 98% blue finish on barrel, engraved rabbeted cylinder with naval battle 
scene and grip strap shows a few small scratches and faint cylinder drag line, good bore, case color 
finish on frame, hammer and loading lever, wood grips show light handling with a few very shallow 
dents. Good condition. Antique

300 
550

1300a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1301
Colt 1851 Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 111350. 90% nickel finish shows underlying pitting with areas of freckling and 
oxidation, fair bore shows areas of roughness, drive notches on rear of cylinder are well worn showing 
moderate use, brass front sight fitted to dovetail, matching numbers on frame, barrel, trigger guard, 
grip strap, loading lever, cylinder and cylinder center pin, hammer holds half and full cock with cylinder 
advancing as it should, some screws are modern replacements, wood grips show light average 
handling. Good condition. Antique

300 
550

1302
Modern Italian 
1851 Percussion 
Revolver

36, 5" bbl, SN A86483. 99% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder with naval battle scene, good 
bore, case color finish on frame, loading lever and hammer, brass trigger guard and grip strap, date 
code CH (2012) wood grips show average handling with shallow dents. Good condition. Antique

200 
350

1303

Pietta Engraved 
1858 Remington 
Limited Edition 
Percussion 
Revolver

44, 8" bbl, SN 395 of 5000, 99% nickel finish on frame shows light scratches, barrel and loading lever, 
fair rough bore, gold finish on engraved cylinder and hammer show average drag line and loss on 
edges, brass trigger guard, butt strap has been polished removing the nickel finish shows area of miss 
shaping creating a gape along bottom of grip scale, white plastic grips show slight yellowing.

200 
350

1304
Modern Colt 1860 
Navy Percussion 
Revolver

36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 40042. 99% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder with navel battle scene, good 
bore, case color finish on frame, loading lever and hammer, wood grips show average handling with 
abrasion on butt edge of left side and a few tiny chips. Good condition. Antique

300 
550

1305
Colt 1849 Pocket 
Percussion 
Revolver

31, 6" bbl, SN 232192. 90% nickel finish shows underlying pitting with areas of light oxidation, fair 
rough bore, engraving on cylinder is nearly lost under refinish, matching numbers on frame, barrel, 
cylinder, brass trigger guard and grip strap, barrel key is a modern replacement and is slightly 
undersized and will fall part way out, hammer holds on half and full cock with cylinder advancing as it 
should, barrel is moderately loose and should not be fired unless refit/tight end, brass front sight set in 
dovetail missing post, wood grips show average handling with denting. Good condition. Antique

300 
550

1306

Modern Colt 1862 
Pocket Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

36, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 54175. 100% blue finish on barrel and rabbeted engraved cylinder with stage coach 
scene, good bore, case color frame, loading lever and hammer, wood grips show light handling with a 
small nick on right side just behind trigger guard. Very good condition. Antique

300 
550

1307 H Aston US 1842 
Percussion Pistol

.54, 8 1/2" bbl, NSN. Silver/gray with scattered pitted freckles, fair bore, top of breech marked in 3 
lines US / JOB / P and dated 1846, strong lock holds half and full cock, lock plate marked in 2 lines US / 
H ASTON and vertically on tail MIDD tn / CONN / 1846 barrel held via single brass band with left side 
bolster, captive steel ramrod, wood stock shows light average handling with 2 script cartouches on left 
side above trigger. Good condition. Antique

400 
650

1308
Belgian Military 
Style Flintlock 
Pistol

69, 9" bbl, NSN. Gray brown patina, fair bore, top of breech marked with LEG proof, strong unmarked 
lock holds half and full cock, barrel held via single wedge pin, brass trigger guard is broken at rear of 
bow, wood stock shows moderate handling with crack on left side rear lock bolt and numerous 
wormholes, bottom just forward of trigger guard has area of arabic like characters and steel lanyard 
loop on pommel. Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1309
Uberti 1847 
Walker Percussion 
Revolver

44, 9" bbl, SN A94933. 100% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder with battle scene, good bore, 
case color finish on frame, loading lever and hammer, brass square back trigger guard, wood grip 
shows no handling. Appears unfired. Excellent condition. Antique

300 
650

1310 H Aston US 1842 
Percussion Pistol

.54, 8 1/2" bbl, NSN. Barrel cleaned to white with shallow nicks, fair bore, top of breech marked in 3 
lines US / GW / P and dated 185? on tang, strong lock holds half and full cock, lock plate marked in 2 
lines US / H ASTON and vertically on tail MIDD tn / CONN / 1850 barrel held via single brass band with 
left side bolster, ramrod replaced with a wooden rod missing the captive swivel, barrel held via single 
brass band with left side bolster, wood stock shows average handling with 2 faint script cartouches on 
left side above trigger and a couple very fine cracks at rear of lock plate. Good condition. Antique

400 
600

1311
2 Antique 
European Pin Fire 
Revolvers

#1-Belgian folding trigger, 7.45mm bore, 3 3/8" octagon bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, 
cylinder does not advance when cocked, fires as double action only, missing ejector rod, wood grisp 
show average handling. Fair condition. Antique. #2-Unknown maker, 11.10mm bore, 3 3/4" octagon to 
round bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, cylinder advances intermittently when cocked, hammer 
does not hold, missing ejector rod, checkered wood grips show average handling. Fair condition. 
Antique.

200 
300

1312

French 
Manufacture 
d'armes de Saint-
tienne Model 
1892 Lebel 
Double Action 
Revolver

8mm French, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 75247. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and a few scattered 
freckles, good bore, right side of barrel marked S 1895, steel lanyard ring on butt, checkered wood 
grips show average handing. Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1313
European B&A 
Folding Trigger 
Pinfire Revolver

7.75mm bore, 2 1/4" bbl, NSN. Dark silver/gray patina, fair bore, hammer does not reset without help, 
when reset cylinder advances and hammer cocks as it should, wood birds head grips show light 
average handling. Good condition. Antique

160 
250
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1314

Scarce CS 
Richmond 
Percussion 
Cavalry Carbine

.58, 25" bbl, NSN. Gray patina with shallow pitting around breech to the front of rear sight, good bore, 
3 leaf flip up rear sight, left side rear barrel flat marked with V P over eagle head (Springfield style) 
strong lock holds half and full cock, cleanout screw in side of drum, lock plate marked in 2 lines C.S / 
RICHMOND VA and dated 1863 vertically on tail, barrel held via 2 steel bands with springs, front band 
and forward trigger guard leg hold steel sling loops, brass butt plate marked CSA on top tang with brass 
forearm nose cap, wood stock shows average handling with crack at rear lock bolt on left side, missing 
ramrod. These sweet little rifles are hard to find with only approx 5400 produced, many of which were 
made from salvaged parts including the US barrels as on this rifle hence the Springfield style markings. 
Good condition. Antique

500 
1800

1315
W Greener 
Pattern 1856 
Percussion Rifle

.58, 33" bbl, NSN. Smooth dark brown patina, good bore, flip up rear ladder sight, left side of breech 
marked with two 25's, two crossed halberd proofs, a small crown proof and Belgian ELG proof, strong 
lock holds half and full cock with lock plate marked W Greener and a large crown on tail, barrel held via 
2 steel clamp style bands with front band and rear of trigger guard tang holding steel sling loops, 
original nipple protector and chain with steel ramrod, wood stock shows light handling with small crack 
at rear of lock plate and along trigger guard tang on left side and at butt plate on left side. Many of 
these rifles were slipped through the blockade to help arm the Confederacy during the civil war, this 
one appears unissued. Very good condition. Antique

500 
1200

1316

L.G & Y (Lamson, 
Goodnow & Yale) 
Special Contract 
1861 Artillery 
Rifle Musket

.58, 32 1/4" bbl, NSN. 50% older reblue finish shows areas of shallow underlying pitting with heavy 
freckling and oxidation, fair bore shows some areas of roughness with strong rifling, 3 leaf flip up rear 
sight, left side breech marked with V P and eagle head, strong lock holds half and full cock, lock plate 
marked in 3 lines U.S. / L.G-&cY. / WINDSOR VT and dated 1864 on tail, barrel held via 2 steel bands 
and springs with the front band and front trigger guard leg holding steel sling loops, steel ramrod and 
US marked butt plate, wood stock shows older refinish, light average handling with brass disc bearing a 
large 4 cut in to top of comb just forward of the upper butt plate tang, small crack at rear of lock plate 
and chips at rear of rear band and butt plate. Good Condition. Antique

400 
800

1317
Springfield Model 
1884 Trapdoor 
Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 545843 (1892) last digit is distorted and not confirmed. Dark brown patina, good 
bore, breech marked V P eagle head P on left rear and A on top, Buffington rear sight, breech block 
marked US MODEL 1884 in three lines strong lock with three click tumblr, lock plate marked in 2 lines 
US SPRINGFIELD with eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, ribbed trigger, barrel held via 
2 steel bands and springs with the front band holding steel stacking and sling loop and the front trigger 
guard leg holds rear steel sling loop, steel rod bayonet, wood stock shows average handling with boxed 
script cartouche on left side above trigger dated 1892 and circled P at rear of trigger guard tang, right 
side of butt shows carved 19 and 41. Good condition. Antique

400 
600

1318

Springfield Model 
1873/84 
Composite 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 490778 (1890). Brown/gray patina, fair bore shows areas of roughness, breech 
marked V P eagle head P on left side and I on top, Buffington rear sight, breech block marked in 3 lines 
US MODEL 1873, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked US SPRINGFIELD in 2 lines with 
eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, steel cleaning rod, ribbed trigger, barrel held via 2 
steel bands with the front band holding steel stacking and sling loops and the front leg of trigger guard 
holds rear sling loop, woodstock shows older refinish, average handing with area of deep denting 
between trigger and hammer on right side with no proof or cartouches visible, butt plate is slightly 
larger than wood indicating the stock was sanded slightly smaller. Good condition. Antique

400 
600

1319
Springfield Model 
1873 Trapdoor 
Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 200052 (1883) dark gray patina, fair bore shows areas of roughness, breech 
marked V P eagle head P on left side and R on top, flip up rear ladder sight, breech block marked US 
MODEL 1873 in 3 lines, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked US SPRINGFIELD in 2 lines 
with eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, smooth trigger, steel cleaning rod, barrel held 
via 2 steel bands with the front band holding steel stacking and sling loops and the front leg of trigger 
guard holds rear sling loop, wood stock shows average handling with scrip cartouche date 1882 above 
trigger on left side and circled P at tail of trigger guard tang. Good condition. Antique

400 
700

1320
Springfield Model 
1873 Composite 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 408686 (1888) dark gray patina, fair bore, breech marked V P eagle head P on 
left side and A on top, flip up rear ladder sight, breech block marked US MODEL 1873 in 3 lines, strong 
lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked US SPRINGFIELD in 2 lines with eagle and shield holding 4 
arrows and olive branch, lock plate and hammer cleaned to silver, smooth trigger, early style steel 
cleaning rod, barrel held via 2 steel bands with the front band holding steel stacking and sling loops 
and the front leg of trigger guard holds rear sling loop, wood stock shows old refinish, average handling 
with crack and large chip on right side between upper tang and rear of lock plate, replaces section of 
wood on right side at upper tang and small crack on left side at rear lock bolt, no visible proofs or 
cartouches. Good condition. Antique

400 
600

1321
Springfield Model 
1884 Trapdoor 
Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 352204. (1886) 95% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss, good 
bore, breech marked V P eagle head P on left side and A on top, Buffington rear sight, breech block 
marked US MODEL 1884 in 3 lines, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked US SPRINGFIELD 
in 2 lines with eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, steel cleaning rod, ribbed trigger, 
barrel held via 2 steel bands with the front band holding steel stacking and sling loops and the front leg 
of trigger guard holds rear sling loop, wood stock shows moderate handling with numerous deep dents 
and a small crack on left side at rear lock bolt, script cartouche on left side above trigger dated 1886 
and circled P at tail of trigger guard tang. Good condition. Antique

400 
700
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1322
Springfield Model 
1884 Trapdoor 
Rifle

45-70, 32 5/8" bbl, SN 3643?6. (1887) 80% blue finish shows thinning with areas of oxidation with area 
of pitting on left side of breech, good bore, breech marked V P with eagle head barely visible, 
Buffington rear sight, breech block marked US MODEL 1884 in 3 lines, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, 
lock plate marked US SPRINGFIELD in 2 lines with eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, 
steel cleaning rod, ribbed trigger, barrel held via 2 steel bands with the front band holding steel 
stacking and sling loops and the front leg of trigger guard holds rear sling loop, wood stock shows 
refinished areas with small crack on right side at rear edge of lock plate and a very faint circled P at 
rear of trigger guard tang, no cartouche visible. Good condition. Antique

400 
600

1323
Cut Down Lorenz 
Model 1854? 
Rifled Musket

.567 bore, 27" bbl, SN 860. Cleaned to silver with areas of pitting and tool marks, poor bore, down 
down barrel with no front sight and rear sight missing from dovetail, strong lock holds half and full 
cock, lock plate marked 860 with a faint Phoenix/bird on tail, wood stock cut off at first band with poor 
refinish shows crack at top of lock plate and cracks along butt plate with steel ramrod. Fair condition. 
Antique

160 
200

1324
Composite 1861 
Artillery Pattern 
Musket

32 5/8" bbl, .641 bore, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, unmarked barrel missing rear sight, strong 
lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked only with a faint spread eagle and US over 1884, barrel helf 
via 2 steel bands with the front band and front leg of trigger guard holding steel sling loops, steel 
ramrod, smooth trigger, wood stock shows moderate handling with sliver missing on left side at front 
of barrel channel and some deep denting with no visible markings. Comes with a non marked socket 
bayonet with 15 1/2" triangular blade, missing retaining ring screw and scabbard. Rifle appears to be 
parts of a Indian war era gun on a civil war era artillery musket. Good condition. Antique

200 
450

1325
Contemporary 
Dixie Gun Works 
Flintlock Longrifle

.45, 41 1/2" bbl, NSN. 80% dark brown finish with moderate frost texture, good bore, strong lock holds 
half and full cock marked ASMORE WARRANTED, set trigger, flash pan shows heavy oxidation and 
frizzen has piece of metal riveted on face (possibly hardened to produce a better spark) full wood stock 
shows average handing with german silver 4 piece patchbox and inlays, wood flame stripped ramrod. 
Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1326
Traditions 
Buckhunter Inline 
Muzzleloader

.50, 24 1/2" bbl, SN 14-13-054538-97. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckles and a few scratches, 
good bore, checkered synthetic stock shows light handling. Good condition. 23-2118

100 
160

1327

Percussion 
Conversion 
Muzzleloading 
Target Rifle

.394 bore, 38 5/8" 1.17" heavy bbl, NSN. Silver/brown patina, fair bore, strong engraved lock holds full 
cock only, adjustable set trigger, brass patchbox with push button release and brass inlays, wood 
ramrod, tiger stripe full wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. Antique

300 
600

1328

Thompson Center 
25th Anniversary 
Hawken 
Percussion Rifle

50, 29" bbl, SN 501905. 85% blue finish on barrel shows areas of oxidation around muzzle and nipple, 
poor rough bore, top flat marked 1 of 500 and 1970-1995 25th ANNIVERSARY on right side under rear 
sight, engraved stainless lock holds on half and full cock, adjustable set trigger, stainless trigger guard, 
nose cap barrel wedge and escutcheons, butt plate and ramrod ferrules, wood stock shows average 
handling with several shallow nicks and dents with original box and papers. Good condition. Antique

300 
500

1329
CVA/BPI Buckhorn 
Magnum Inline 
Muzzleloader

50, 24 1/2" bbl, SN 61-13-027378-07. 99% blue finish shows only a couple small freckles, good bore, 
Tasco Pronghorn 3-9x scope with diamond center reticle and clear optics, fiber optic sights missing 
front fiber tube, synthetic stock with textured grip panels on forearm and pistol grip. good condition. 
24-0159

240 
300

1330

Springfield 1866 
Second Allin 
Trapdoor 
Conversion Rifle

50-70, 36 1/2" bbl, NSN. Light brown/gray patina, fair bore shows areas of roughness, top of breech 
block marked 1866 over eagle head, 2 leaf flip up rear sight, front sight doubles as bayonet lug, strong 
lock with 2 click tumbler holds on half and full cock with lock plate marked with spread eagle and shield 
holding 4 arrows and olive branch, US over Springfield and dated 1864 on tail, barrel held via 3 steel 
bands with springs, the center band holds a reproduction steel sling loop while the front leg of steel 
trigger guard holds the original rear steel sling loop, original slotted steel ramrod, wood stock shows 
average handling with dents and scratches marked 13 on left side above trigger with US marked steel 
butt plate. Good condition. Antique

500 
900

1331

Springfield Model 
1816 Percussion 
Conversion 
Musket

.69, 42" bbl, NSN. Silver/gray patina with shallow brown pitting, fair smooth bore, converted from 
flintlock to percussion via 2nd US/Belgian conversion, breech marked with recessed circle P and large 
V, strong lock holds half and full cock with lock plate marked with spread eagle and shield holding 3 
arrows in its left talons and olive branch in its right over US and vertically in 3 lines on plate tail SPRING 
/ FIELD / 1839 with original flash pan location filled with brass, wood stock shows average handling 
with faint oval cartouche on left side above trigger and a small crack at rear of lock plate, barrel held 
via 3 steel bands and springs with the rear loop of front band holding brass sight, center band holds 
steel sling loop while the front leg of the steel trigger guard holds rear sling loop with original steel 
ramrod. Good condition. Antique

500 
900
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1332

US Wickham 1816 
Contract 
Percussion 
Conversion Rifled 
Musket

.69, 41" bbl, NSN. Smooth silver/gray patina, good rifled bore, converted from flintlock to percussion 
via the 3rd US alteration which involved cutting off the entire breech section of the barrel and 
threading the inside to instal a entire breech and tang section then rifling the original barrel (most of 
these were used during the first year of the Civil War) top of breech shows partial section of original 
pre conversion markings, barrel was fitted with flip up 3 leaf rear (long range) sight, strong lock holds 
half and full cock with lock plate marked US over M T WICKHAM in a gradual arch and PHILA 1829 in 2 
lines vertically on the plate tail, barrel held via 3 steel bands and springs with the front loop of front 
band including front sight, center band holds steel sling loop and the front leg of steel trigger guard 
holds rear steel sling loop, wood stock shows average handling with a oval script cartouche on left side 
above trigger and I.P.H.W scratches into left side rear of butt. Comes with triangular socket bayonet 
with 15 7/8" blade with unique half length fuller on broad flat, no scabbard included. These rifles saw 
extensive use in the early days of the Civil war but most were rotated out of service and re issued to 
home guard units by the end of 1861 as they were replaced with the 1861 Springfield pattern rifle 
muskets. Very good condition. Antique

600 
1200

1333
Pennsylvania 
Percussion 
Longrifle

.460 bore, 38 1/2" octagon bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina with silver edges, fair rifled bore, fixed steel 
rear sight and brass blade front set in dovetails, no signature of markings on barrel, strong engraved G. 
GOULCHER marked lock holds half and full cock brass patchbox with push button release and brass 
furniture show aged patina, tooled wood stock (to mimic tiger stripe) shows average handling with 
crack at front of trigger guard and older refinish, wood ramrod. Good condition. Antique

200 
450

1334
Poor Boy Style 
Percussion 
Longrifle

.418 bore, 38 3/8" octagon bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, poor bore, initials on top barrel plate (see 
photo) steel fixed rear sight and low brass blade front sight both set in dovetails, strong engraved lock 
holds lightly on full cock only marked I&W ASTON on lock plate, brass trigger guard and furniture show 
dark aged patina, wood stock with carved cheek shows moderate handling with sections of wood 
replaced around lockwith area of large cracks on left side from lock bolt forward and several chips, 
wood ramrod is broken approx 2" too short. Good condition. Antique

200 
350

1335 Antique Sharpe 
Flintlock Musket

.58, 42" octagon to round barrel with single wedding band transition, NSN. Dark gray patina, poor bore, 
top barrel flat marked with HS in dot pattern, lock holds but does not release without slight pressure 
on hammer, lock plate marked SHARPE, wood stock shows average handling with a few small cracks 
along barrel channel and left side lock screw, wood ramrod with brass and copper thimbles. Good 
condition. Antique

400 
600

1336 Jukar Percussion 
Longrifle

.45, 33 1/2" octagon, SN 0033563. 98% blue finish shows scattered freckles and thinning on crisp 
edges, good bore (appears very dry) adjustable rear sight, engraved case colored lock holds half and 
full cock, wood stock shows average handling with brass inlays and wood forearm divider. Good 
condition. Antique

200 
275

1337
Springfield 1873 
Composite 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 383846 (1887) dark brown patina with heavy frost texture, poor rusty bore, 
breech marked with V P eagle head P on left side and A on top, Buffington rear sight, breech block 
marked US Model 1873 in 3 lines, strong lock with 3 click tumbler, lock plate marked with spread eagle 
and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch and US over Springfield, barrel held via 2 steel bands with 
springs with the front band holding steel sling loop and stacking loop, front trigger guard leg holds rear 
steel sling loop, wood stock shows average handling with no visible cartouches, steel cleaning rod. 
Good condition. Antique

300 
500

1338

British Martini 
Enfield MK IV 
Dropping Block 
Rifle

.577/450 (.458 bore) 33 1/8" bbl, SN 2007. 50% blue finish shows general thinning with large areas 
showing dark brown/gray patina, fair bore, flip up ladder sight, right side of receiver marked crown 
over VR Enfield 1888 with crown and arrow over IV, barrel held via 2 steel clamp style bands with the 
front band holding bayonet lug on right side and steel sling loop, front trigger guard leg holds rear steel 
sling loop, steel cleaning rod, wood stock shows moderate handling with large chip missing at front of 
trigger guard and top rear edge of receiver with moderate denting. Good condition. Antique

400 
900

1339

Hard To Find 
German SMF DLV 
(Deutscher 
Luftsport-
Verband) Fliers
/Luftwaffe Dagger

6 7/8" blade marked SMF with seated royalty on 1 side of blade, nickeled cross guard and pommel, 
bottom of cross guard marked TS2 and 247, with black enameled party emblems on both sides, thin 
leather lozenge, leather handle shows only a few small dents in leather clad scabbard with 2 screw 
throat and 2 screw chape with ball finial, steel ring and attachment straps and clip. Very good condition.

400 
1500

1340 WWII Japanese 
Naval Dagger

10 3/4" single edge blade with fullers in both sides, brass cross guard and pommel with off white 
handle in leather clad scabbard with brass throat, 2 suspension rings and chape. Very good condition.

400 
1500

1341

WWII Japanese 
Taiwan Korea 
Occupation 
Dagger

13" blade single edge blade with fullers in both sides, metal cross guard with leather lozenge, sharkskin 
handle with wire wrap and blossom decorations, metal scabbard with push button release (does not 
hold) single rivet throat and chape both with blossom theme decorations boddy of scabbard is marked 
with Kanji on 1 side and a dragon motif on reverse.

400 
1000

1342

WWII German 
2nd Model 
Luftwaffe Dagger 
With Portepee & 
Rigging

10" blade marked E&F Hortser Solingen on 1 side of ricasso, aluminum cross guard bearing a flying 
eagle holding german party symbol with Oak leaves on top edges, red lozenge, balloon style pommel 
with Oak leaves and party symbol, off white handle with twisted wire wrap shows slightly loose, silver 
portepee shows area of fraying in cordage in metal scabbard with single screw throat, 2 Oak leaf 
themed suspension rings and attachment straps with clips. Good condition

400 
800

1343

WWII German 
2nd Model 
Luftwaffe Dagger 
With Rigging

10" blade marked Paul Weyersberg & Co on 1 side of ricasso, aluminum cross guard bearing a flying 
eagle holding german party symbol with Oak leaves on top edges, black lozenge, balloon style pommel 
with Oak leaves and party symbol, yellow/orange handle with twisted wire wrap shows slightly loose in 
metal scabbard with two screw throat, 2 Oak leaf themed suspension rings and attachment straps with 
clips. Good condition

400 
700
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1344
WWII German 
Heer (Army) 
Dagger

10" blade marked E&F Horster Solingen on 1 side of ricasso, aluminum cross guard bears a spread 
eagle holding a wreath and german party symbol, Oak leaf band and crown style Oak leaf pommel, 
yellow handle missing wire wrap in metal scabbard with single screw throat and 2 Oak leaf themed 
suspension rings. Good condition.

300 
600

1345
WWII German 
Heer (Army) 
Dagger

10" unmarked blade, aluminum cross guard bears a spread eagle holding a wreath and german party 
symbol, Oak leaf band and crown style Oak leaf pommel, yellow handle missing wire wrap with 
reproduction silver portepee in metal scabbard with two screw throat and 2 Oak leaf themed 
suspension rings and silver attachment straps. Good condition.

400 
600

1346
WWII German 
Style Dagger And 
Youth Knife

HItler youth knife with 5 1/2" blade marked RZM in circle M7/13 (Arthur Schttelhofer & Co., Solingen-
Wald) on 1 side of blade, leather lounge, metal hooked cross guard and pommel with checkered black 
2 rivet handle with red/white diamond and German party symbol in metal scabbard (shows oxidation 
on 1 side)with leather hanger and a reproduction 2nd model Luftwaffe marked Germany on 1 side of 
blade and Solingen 1939 on reverse, poor condition handle and incorrect scabbard.

120 
400

1347 German SA Dagger

9 3/4" blade marked RZM in a circle over M7/33 (F.W. Holler) and Alles fr Deutschland etched on 
reverse, blade shows average runner marks, metal cross guard and pommel show areas of plating loss 
and small cracks (1 on front side of crossguard and 2 on pommel 1 on each side, wood handle with 
spread eagle and wreath and SA roundel in metal scabbard with 2 screw throat and chape with older 
repaint on body showing small traces of paint on bottom edges of throat and top edges of shape. Good 
condition

400 
800

1348 WWII German 98 
Bayonet

9 7/8" blade with fullers in both sides, marked 43asw on 1 side of ricasso with serial number 8912 on 
reverse, steel cross guard and birds head pommel with push button release marked with 2 waffenants 
near top edge above release, 2 screw wood handle in metal scabbard with single screw throat and ball 
finial and leather frog (small tear at stud hole). Good condition.

100 
175

1349
US Army Air Corps 
Emergency 
(folding) Machete

9 3/4" blade marked CAMILLUS on 1 side, steel cross guard, black 5 rivet handle shows average 
handling no scabbard included. Good condition.

80 
160

1350
Filipino/South 
Pacific Barong 
Knives

1 with a 14" blade and carved horse head style handle with lacing has large chip missing from end of 
handle in a carved wood scabbard marked Florida, New Guinea, Leyte, Cebu, Philippines and PFC Leon 
Henry, scabbard has cracks and a second smaller barong 6 3/4" blade with silver inlay on both sides 
and metal handle in cloth covered wood scabbard with metal throat and chape.

80 
150

1350a Product is Sold As 
Is Please review all photos and read descriptions for condition.

1351 Japanese NCO 
Gunto Sword

28" blade including brass habaki/collar shows a nice clear hamon/edge pattern and some small nicks in 
edge, push button release does not hold in scabbard, tang marked with small flower/blossom (see 
photos) elaborate brass tsuba/guard with a single seppa on each side, tuska ito/cord wrap handle with 
a single menuki/decoration on each side and brass kasira/pommel with small piece of tattered cordage 
on brass loop in a metal scabbard with 85% pale drab green paint finish with single suspension ring. 
Good condition.

500 
1000

1352 Japanese NCO 
Gunto Sword

27" blade including brass habaki/collar shows very little hamon/edge pattern with a couple very small 
nicks in edge, forged tang with single pin, unmarked plain tsuba/guard with a single seppa on each 
side, tuska/cord wrap handle with a single replacement pin and non functioning release, brass kasira
/pommel in poor condition leather clad wood scabbard with a single brass suspension ring. Good 
condition.

300 
600

1353 Japanese NCO 
Gunto Sword

27 1/4" blade including copper habaki/collar shows very little hamon/edge pattern with a few very 
small nicks in edge, elaborate brass tsuba/guard with a single sepa on each side, push button release, 
tuska/cord wrap handle, brass pommel in metal scabbard with single brass suspension ring. Good 
condition.

400 
700

1354
Unmarked Civil 
War 1840 Cavalry 
Saber

35 1/4" blade with fullers in both sides, unmarked ricasso, brass hand guard, knuckle bow and pommel 
(pommel has small 1/2" crack on inward/left side) leather clad handle with twisted wire wrap in metal 
scabbard single screw throat and 2 suspension rings. Good condition.

200 
500

1355

US & Foreign 
Military Badges 
And Insignia 
Assorted

including WWI Prussian Navy Seaplane pilot 1 open background and 1 closed background, WWII 
German Luftwaffe Pilots badge (missing latch), 32nd US Field Artillery DUI, 44th US Infantry DUI, 
Japanese Red Cross Order Of Merit medal with ribbon, Good conduct medal with ribbon, US Navy 
Expert Pistol Shot medal with ribbon, US Navy Occupation Service medal with ribbon, US Navy Expert 
Rifleman medal with ribbon, US Coast Guard Good Conduct medal with ribbon, French Brevet Militaire 
deParachutist medal (attachment ring broken off top)1st Logistical Command DUI, US Army Air Corp 
Aerial Gunner Wings and more.

80 
150

1356
US Military Dog 
Tags, Pins, Medals 
And More

5 US dog tags, US Marine mens ring (shows heavy wear) Marksman medals including Machine Gun, 
Recoilless Rifle and Small Bore Rifle, US Coast Guard Auxiliary pins, 4 matched pairs of Shoulder boards, 
assorted DUI's, assorted Boy Scout pins, 2-Good Conduct medals with ribbons, Veterans Of Foreign 
Wars medal, Korean war 50 yr commemoration button, frame photo, book about the battle with Japan 
in Manila, WWII soldiers photo and lots more.

80 
150

1357
Military Medals 
German Dagger 
Chain And More

Croix De Guerre Citation medal with ribbon, gold tone dagger chain with hooks, British Liverpool hat 
plate, Scottish Gordon Highlanders cap badge, Scottish Seaforth Highlanders cap badge, Royal Scotts 
pins and badges, assortment of Scottish cap badges and pins, Russian Photo ID, Contribution billing 
office in Munich of the reich asset management group clerking stub and more.

80 
150
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1358 Civil War Artifacts

Assorted dug/excavated buckles, musket tool, cannon friction primer, broken spur, pad lock, musket 
barrel band, fired percussion cap, small horse tack hook, fired and dropped lead bullets, remnants of a 
musket tompion, saber hook, fired and dropped brass carbine cartridges, ammunition box padlock, 
partial trigger guard, assorted Union buttons, coins and paper money, nails and attachment rings with 
a few modern commemorative/tourist items.

100 
250

1359
Civil War Parrot 
shell Base And 
Ordnance Pieces

Parrot shell base plate, Hotchkiss shell projectile, small canister/grape shot projectile and a 
Confederate cannon friction primer.

100 
200

1360
Civil War Era 
Canteen And 
Artifacts

tin canteen with cover and stopper, stirrup, camp ax, horse shoe, fork, spoon railroad spike, sword 
chain, feather quill, reproduction items including a fife, spy glass, hat cords and compass.

100 
150

1361 MIlitary Hats And 
Headwear

WWII era British Royal Navy visor cap, Soviet visor cap, US Air Force Drill Instructors hat (damage to 
felt), leather aircrew skull cap with ear screens and foam display head, USN Visor cap, older repro 
German Visor cap, DI style hat (denting on crown), Soviet Paratroop jump helmet and a vintage 
Monhagen Fire Dept hat.

100 
250

1362 US Military Steel 
Helmets (3) 2 steel pots with fiber liners and 1 Tommy style with loose suspension and older repaint. 100 

150

1363 US Navy 
Binoculars (3)

1 US Naval Gun Factory Optical shop 6x30 with clear optics and leather case, 1 Universal Camera Corp 
6x30 dated 1943 with clear optics and leather case and 1 Universal Camera Corp 7x50 dated 1943 clear 
optics and torn strap, no case.

100 
150

1364
German, French 
And US Military 
Binoculars

German Hensoldt Wetzlar 6x24 with clear optics, French Nyphos Paris with cloudy optics and US 
Bausch & Lomb 6x with clear optics and leather case, ATCO Maximor with cloudy optics and 1 pair 
unmarked with fair optics 5 pair total.

100 
150

1365
Military Insignia, 
Buttons, Patches 
And More

including DUI (distinctive Unit Insignia) uniform buttons and hardware, pins, rank insignia, buckles and 
bars Large assortment.

100 
200

1366
Military Medals 
Some Hard To 
Find And More

including Airborne Pins, Air Force patches, Armed Forces Reserve medals (2) with ribbons, US Navy 
European, African, Middle Eastern campaign medal with ribbon, Army Reserve Achievement with 
ribbon, hard to find Pennsylvania National Guard Mexican Border Service with ribbon, US Navy 
American Campaign with ribbon, WWII Victory with ribbon (2) Naval Reserve, Expeditionary Service, 
Air Reserve Meritorious Service and more.

100 
150

1367
Military Patches, 
Shoulder boards 
And DUI's

Large lot of DUI (Distinctive Unit Insignia), rank and stripe patches, shoulder boards, and more. 60 
120

1368 German WWII 
Militaria

aluminum Totenkopf belt buckle and pin, War Service Medal, German kitchen knife dated 1945, and 
more.

100 
250

1369 German WWII 
Militaria

aluminum RAD Spade buckle, RAD labor force medals with ribbons (2), postcards and photos, WWII 
German compass, Driver pin and more.

100 
200

1370 German WWII 
Militaria

collar tabs including Reichsbahn, 36th SS, Italian Waffen SS 29th Div, Dirlewanger, and more. Insignia's 
including small Kreigsmarine, patches, metal shot glass.

100 
500

1371 Military Medals, 
Rings And More

US Naval American Campaign with ribbon, Armed Forces Reserve with ribbon, Southwest Asia with 
ribbons (2), America Defense with ribbons (2), Achievement with ribbon and bars (2), National Defense 
with bar, US Signal Corps Mens ring in box, Post Raisin Bran Smilin Jack tin ring, Good conduct missing 
ribbon, Good Conduct with ribbons (2), WWII Service with ribbon, Retired Officer Association with 
ribbon, Korean War Service with ribbon and more.

100 
150

1372
Stereo Viewer 
With 55+ Military 
Cards

Antique Stereo Viewer with booklet and over 50 military stereo cards mostly WWI including Battleships 
USS Missouri, USS Hampshire, Armoured Cruiser USS Pueblo, Submarines USS E-1, D-3, K-1 and K-6, 
Soldiers, Air battle with Biwing aircraft, French Renault tanks, Artillery and more.

100 
150

1373
German WWII 
Officers/Mess Hall 
Dinnerware

blue banded coffee/tea cup with saucer and 3 bowls 9 1/4" see photos for markings 5 pieces total. 100 
250

1374 Japanese Type 45 
Military Jacket

kaki 5 button lined jacket with red enlisted mans collor tabs both sleeves show traces of stitching from 
red piping approx 4 1/2" above cuffs and 3 star red epaulets on each shoulder.

100 
250

1375
Hard To Find 
Japanese Fliers 
Goggles

WWII era fliers goggles in original oval cardboard storage box (bottom is detached). 200 
550

1376 German Waffen 
SS Police Uniform

Feldbluse made of green wool with dark green collar, Black SS color tab, black epaulets with silver trim 
and SS LAH cypher (Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler), right breast pocket bears the Waffen SS German Cross 
with gold wreath, left cuff bears Security officer insignia and black cuff tile with silver trim, trousers are 
green wool with cuff ties and green suspenders. No makers info or markings on insides of either piece. 
Age not verified.

200 
400

1377
Very Rare Ames 
1849 Riflemans 
Knife

11 3/4" blade marked in 3 lines on ricasso AMESMFG.CO. / CABOTVILLE / 1849 and US / WD in 2 lines 
on reverse, brass bowtie style cross guard and 3 rivet wood handle with lanyard eye and gromet in 
leather scabbard with brass chape and throat and brown leather frog. These knives are super hard to 
find and bring premium prices when encountered.

500 
8000
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Optima Transportation 
267-312-1520 
Optimatransportationllc@gmail.com

Annie Hauls 
(609)-577-5133 (Mike) 
annie@anniehauls.com 

Shipping Responsibility 
Any such local shippers or third parties listed above, or otherwise, are at the buyer’s sole risk and expense. We assume no responsibility for any act, 
damage, loss or omission of any party in connection with any such service or reference. We make no endorsements, representations or warranties 
regarding such parties or their services. You expressly release Alderfer Auction from any, and all, liability arising from your use of any third-party 
services. 

You are free to choose any method for shipping. Once you release your item to your chosen shipper, we have completed delivery and responsibility. 

Jewelry Shipping 
Jewelry purchased with a credit card by first time customers of Alderfer Auction will not be express shipped and will take a minimum of 7 – 10 business 
days to be released to third-party shipping. This hold on shipping does not apply to payment made with cash, money order, wire transfer, payment 
through a third-party bidding platform and payment through PayPal provided that the shipping address on the PayPal transaction matches the shipping 
address we are provided.   

Wine 
All wine sales must be picked-up, no shipping is available in accordance to PA law. 

Firearm Shipping 
We offer in-house shipping for Firearms. See below in #10 Firearms. 

International Shipping 
We offer shipping via third-party shippers only. 

Pick-up 
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Hatfield Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup appointment via 
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. See Auction Detail for designated pickup location, dates and times. Packing materials are the responsibility 
of the purchaser. 

4. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment
Customer Pick-Up:  Winning customers must pick up any and all auction items (lots) within 15 calendar days of the close of the auction.  You are
responsible for the pickup of your items or the arrangement of shipping or carrier with a third party vendor, within this 15 day period.

Scheduled customer pickup hours at Hatfield: 
Customers must schedule a pickup on designated days at https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction 
Hatfield, PA scheduled pick-up days/times: Mon – Thurs, 8:30 am-4:30 pm and Friday, 8:30 am- 2:30 pm. Any other times or days at either location must 
be arranged via email or phone in advance. 

Pickup by third party shippers and carriers: 
Buyer must inform Alderfer Auction via email at shipping@alderferauction.com for authorization to release your product to any third -party shipping or 
carrier service picking up your auction items. We assume no responsibility for loss, damage, act or omission of the third -party shipper or carrier that you 
have arranged and selected. We list third-party shipping companies as a courtesy.  

Holding and Handling Fees: Customers who do not schedule or inform Alderfer Auction of a pick-up day and time within thirty (30) calendar days, after 
the auction close date, will be assessed a holding and handling fee of $75.00 per invoice or per vehicle. This fee of $75.00 will be charged to the 
customer’s credit card on file, after the initial 15 calendar days grace period (i.e. 30 days after the auction closing date). Subsequently, the buyer will be 
charged a $75.00 fee every 15 calendar days thereafter, until the auction items are picked by the customer or a confirmed third party shipper/carrier. 
Product will not be released to the buyer until all invoices and holding and handling fees are paid in full. 

Abandoned Property for Paid Items: Alderfer Auction will not hold and or handle paid customer lots indefinitely. Any paid auction item(s) will be 
considered abandoned upon 90 calendar days past the close of the auction that the item was held in, bid on and won. Product will not be released to the 
buyer, should it be available, unless all invoices and holding and handling fees are paid in full. By abandoning this property after 90 calendar days, you 
release any rights to said property. Alderfer Auction has the right to re-sell abandoned property (as previously described) in a future auction or dispose of 
any abandoned property.  

Abandoned Property for Unpaid Items: Auction item(s) that are unpaid after 30 calendar days post auction, will be considered abandoned. 
Abandoned product will be placed in a future auction or disposed of, without any additional notice to the purchaser.  

5. Warranty & Condition Reports
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media.

All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid 
accordingly if you are uncertain of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects are for guidance 
only and should not be relied upon as statements of fact, and do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. 
Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.  
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While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior 
to bidding. Provenance and authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 

Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect and preview all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or 
photographs to obtain necessary information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. 
Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be liable for failing to do so. All auction inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior 
to the start of the auction. 

Textiles 
Textiles including rugs, are subject to varying degrees of wear, soiling and damage including pest damage and dry rot.  Bidders are responsible to 
satisfy themselves regarding the condition of the items they are bidding on from the information and photographs provided, by personal inspection at 
preview or by calling Alderfer Auction prior to preview for a condition report.  All items are sold “AS IS.” 

6. Estimates
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which
may be substantially different from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a price realized.

Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with 
respect to the anticipated auction price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no guarantee, warranty or 
agreement with respect to the sale price of any item. 

7. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity
General

1. If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.
2. Measurements are given within 1" of actual size.
3. Measurements are given height before width.
4. WAF means With All Faults
5. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media.
6. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media.
7. Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any previous

printed or online statements.

Authorship 
1. Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.
2. Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.
3. Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.
4. School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.
5. After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist.
6. In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown.
7. Bears Signature - This painting represents the style of the named artist.

Authenticity  
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows: 

SLL: Signed Lower Left  
SLR: Signed Lower Right 
SUL: Signed Upper Left 
SUR: Signed Upper Right 
SLC: Signed Lower Center 
SUC: Signed Upper Center.  

1. If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.
2. If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by the named

artist.

Authentication Policy for the sale of US/Foreign Coins, Autographs, Comic Books, Sports Cards, Diamonds and Gemstones. 

1. Items offered for sale are described and graded by Alderfer Auction Team of specialists, relying on personal knowledge, comparable sales
and research in their respective fields. These items are described for information purposes, and are sold “As Is”. Buyer(s) shall satisfy
themselves through inspection, photos and/or condition reports.

2. ONLY guarantee of authentication is if documentation is provided by a third-party service including- PSA, SGC, ANACS and GIA.

8. Clocks and Watches
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition.

9. Furniture
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.

If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a later date. 

10. Firearms
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at
Alderfer Auction you will be assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal
Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage.

Registration Fees 



A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee thereafter which is in addition to the total 
purchase price. 

Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms must be registered in compliance with 
Federal and State Law. Purchasers of Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration forms at Alderfer 
Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms License from a dealer that your purchase can be 
shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on the day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in 
order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who act as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy 
of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL dealers must complete the form at 
alderferauction.com/services/shipping. You must email or fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer Auction via form at 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping or email shipping@alderferauction.com. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots 
indicated in the description "(C&R)”. 

Curio and relic (C&R) firearms: The ATF has recognized only complete, assembled firearms as curios or relics. ATF’s classification of surplus military 
firearms as curios or relics has extended only to those firearms in their original military configuration. Frames or receivers of curios or relics are not 
generally recognized as curios or relics. 

Note: As Federal and State laws are changing rapidly, Alderfer Auction will follow the latest laws, rules and mandates occurring the day the firearm or 
transfer of firearm ownership occurs.   

Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of 
these items that are prohibited in any State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to make sure they are 
allowed to own this legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's 
requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity magazines. These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY 
or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to be or become familiar with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia or anyone using a billing address for the
District of Columbia.

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone using a billing 
address in the state of Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. 
We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
Maryland.  

Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in 
the state of Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or anyone using a billing address in the state 
of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including bb, pellet, black 
powder, and antique firearms). Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
New York. Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including black powder and 
antique firearms). Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction. 

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned magazine, no refunds will be offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to condition and shall not be responsible for 
any defects in any Lot. Any used firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type/size before 
attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All 
goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in the listings. 

Firearm Shipping 
For firearms and CNRs please upload your FFL to alderferauction.com/services/shipping or email to shipping@alderferauction.com. 
Antique firearms, please submit complete information at alderferauction.com/services/shipping or email your name, address or email to 
shipping@alderferauction.com.  

Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled by us. Fees must be paid in advance and the shipping 
cost will be applied to your credit card on file. Shipping, handling and insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will pack multiple 
items of similar size and type together if possible. 

All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 

Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping 
costs related to Alderfer Auction and to the Importer/Exporter. Complete Third Party Release Form at: https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping 

Packing fees: 
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1. $25 for the first long gun
2. $10 for each additional long gun
3. $11 for the first handgun
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun

Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL 
Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction requirements as stated above to the Importer/Exporter, and 
all costs in accordance with the Importer/Exporter in shipping the firearm(s) to said bidder. 

Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please contact our shipping department at 
shipping@aderferauction.com. 

Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking number once your package has shipped. 

11. Historical and Militaria
Items in this auction are being sold as historical artifacts and collectibles and do not reflect the opinions of Alderfer Auction or its employees.

12. Endangered Species
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions,
please call 215-393-3000.

13. Estate Sale Auctions
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions mentioned herein
apply to these auctions along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up.

Designated location and pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via 
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or call 215-393-3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be included in your 
invoice. 

NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 

Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in advance by 
credit card. If you choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to 
arrange these services no later than 24 hours prior to the auction pick-up time. 

If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to your 
home, call or email to make delivery arrangements: 

Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215-393-3000 office

14. Limitations of Liability
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt
as to the authenticity, title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations.

15. Governing Law
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the
Consignor shall be grounds for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable amount
for lost commissions.

Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of 
Corporate: Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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